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Abstract
The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) is often considered the pinnacle of
colligate sports, drawing athletes from around the world to compete at one of its 1,281
institutions. Of the thousands of athletes imported to the NCAA each year, Canada who
themselves bolster comprehensive colligate sport organizations (U Sports), experience the
greatest exodus of athletes. While there is still a tremendous number of Canadian athletes
heading to the NCAA, statistics have shown that many of these athletes return to Canada after at
least one year since the recent adjustments to U Sports policy. As these student athletes begin to
return to Canada at a rapidly growing rate, an opportunity to explore their unique brand
perceptions has emerged. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to examine the effect of brand
associations on student athletes school choice selection as they return to Canada. Brand
associations can be characterized as the attributes, benefits and personal values that consumers
attach to a product or service to help develop their perception of it. To investigate the current
study, 12 interviews were conducted using a laddering interview technique. Findings indicate
that there a complex web of six attributes, nine benefits, and five personal values that are the
most influential in student athlete school choice selection. Some of these include: location,
coach, academics, comfort, relationship, family, achievement, safety and belonging. The intricate
relationship that exists amongst these attributes, benefits and personal values is discussed in
detail, and recommendations for industry practitioners is suggested.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Decisions come in many forms, ranging from small and meaningless to life changing.
Although the study of human decision making developed in the field of psychology, its value has
åbeen recognized by researchers across various disciplines (Gutman,1981). One area of decision
making that has garnered significant research attention is branding. Here, much focus has been
on organizational leaders better understanding consumer decision-making; the thinking is that a
better understanding can aid in strategy development that influences consumers to choose a
company’s product/service over their competition (Klenosky, Troutman & Templin, 2001;
Finley & Fountain, 2008; Reynolds & Gutman 1988). The ability to positively influence
consumers is something that becomes more valuable to organizations when they exist in markets
that are ubiquitous with competition (Gutman, 1981). Here, intercollegiate sport provides a
perfect example of a market full of direct competitors, each vying for a limited supply of
consumers – the student-athletes.
Each year, college and university administrators compete for the best athletic talent to
represent their institution at the post-secondary level. Indeed, the importance of these studentathletes has spurred numerous research studies on student-athlete school-choice decision making
(Crowley, 2004; Chard, MacLean, & Faught, 2013; Chard & Potwarka, 2017; Finley &
Fountain, 2008; Goss, Jubenville & Orejan, 2006; Klenosky et al., 2001; Pauline; 2010; Popp,
Pierce & Hums, 2011). The fact that this school choice selection decision represents a complex
and difficult process for most student-athletes is a theme identified throughout the literature. Part
of the difficulty underlying this decision is the disparity and contrast prevalent throughout the
college sport landscape in North America.
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Although discrepancies exist within the Canadian and American systems respectively,
this disparity is most evident when comparing the American college system with the one in
Canada. While the Canadian market remains heavily rooted in the British system (utilizing
intercollegiate sports as an extracurricular activity), collegiate sports in America has evolved into
a spectacle of entertainment (Feezell, 2015; Miller & Kerr, 2002). Some authors have argued that
colleges in the United States have lost focus on the “student” in student-athlete and have turned
college sports into a profit driven business (Feezell, 2015) particularly with respect to a few key
sports. In Canada, on the other hand, universities largely place academics first, having much
greater expectations and requirements for their athletes (Miller et al., 2002).
In Canada, U Sports (formerly Canadian Interuniversity Sports or CIS) and the Canadian
College Athletic Association (CCAA) govern inter - post-secondary sport. Universities and
colleges are split between U Sports and CCAA respectively, with each organization acting
independently for their member institutions. In the United States, the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA) and the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA)
represent the two primary governing bodies of collegiate sport. While the NCAA offers
membership to colleges of any size, the NAIA focuses exclusively on small to midsize colleges
(NAIA, 2012). For this study, U Sports and the NCAA will comprise the sole focus of the
research as it is the unique policy change affecting these two institutions – allowing easy transfer
- that will be discussed later in more detail, that created the impetus for this study. Given the
methods guiding this study, as well as the omission of athletes from the CCAA and NAIA, results
of this study cannot be generalized to all intercollegiate athletes who transfer schools, but
rather is limited to only this specific group of athletes transferring from the NCAA to U Sports.
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The NCAA oversees approximately 1,100 schools participating across three divisions
(About NCAA). This includes roughly 460,000 student-athletes competing across 24 different
sports (About NCAA). To be sure, the NCAA is a multi-billion-dollar not-for-profit
organization, comprised of member institutions that offer some of the most advanced
infrastructure and facilities in sports. For example, the University of North Dakota invested over
$100 million into the development of their hockey arena, aptly nicknamed “the Taj Mahal of
Hockey” (The New Ralph, 2013). Furthermore, it is not unusual for NCAA colleges to offer their
athletes access to multi-million-dollar training facilities built exclusively for their use. For
example, the University of Alabama recently built a 37,000 square foot facility specifically for
their football team (A Look Inside Alabama's New Weight Room, 2013).
The opportunity to play, practice and train in state-of-the-art facilities is perceived as one
advantage NCAA athletes are afforded compared to U Sports participants. The NCAA also has
multiple national television contracts, providing athletes the opportunity to play on television
screens across North America, as well as access to improved student housing, food, and medical
care (“Benefits to College Student-Athletes”). Perhaps the greatest advantage of playing in the
NCAA however, is the opportunity to develop and be scouted for professional leagues (Edwards
& Washington, 2015). Of the four major sport leagues in North America, the NCAA acts as the
main channel of prospect delivery for three of them: baseball, basketball and football (Edwards
& Washington, 2015). The only exception is hockey, where potential prospects have the
opportunity to play in Major Junior Leagues in Canada. However, the NCAA is still seen as a
viable option for athletes focused on hockey, with the leagues’ importance as a source of talent
having actually grown in recent years (Edwards & Washington, 2015). Academically, the NCAA
offers various levels of scholarships to athletes, ranging from full coverage of their tuition and
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living expenses, to only partial coverage (Hartman, 2014). Although these academic scholarships
are in place to foster academic success, in recent years the emphasis the NCAA puts on
academics has been called into question (Feezell, 2015).
U Sports exists at the opposite end of the collegiate sport spectrum. Although U Sports is
the dominant interuniversity organization within Canada, in terms of sheer size, it is considerably
smaller than the NCAA. Up until October 20, 2016 U Sports was known as the CIS; this rebrand
of the organization did more than simply reinvigorate its image and name, it also saw alterations
to its model of operation, with executives now treating the organization as more of a business
then as a governing body (Shoalts, 2016).1 This shift in organizational attitude is significant,
especially when considering the modern definitions of brand. For example, Davis (2000) claims
brand is “any and all interactions your organization has with the ultimate consumer, which
shapes their perception of the organization” (p.5).
U Sports is comprised of four conferences: The Atlantic University Sport (AUS)
Conference, Canada West Universities Athletic Association (CWUAA) conference, Reseau Du
Sport Etudiant Du Quebec (RSEQ) conference, and the Ontario University Athletics (OUA)
Conference. These conferences combine for a total of 55-member schools, encompassing 11,000
student-athletes participating in 12 sports (2014-2015 Canada an Interuniversity Sport Athletes’
Guide, 2014). As evidenced by the difference in size of these organizations, U Sports is a much

1

It is important to note that due to this recent rebrand some articles referenced

throughout this study refer to U Sports as the CIS. As the reader, it is key to understand that
these organizations are one and the same and, as such, studies conducted under the title of the
CIS are still applicable to U Sports.
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more modest organization compared to the NCAA. Here, opportunities for professional
development are limited and television exposure as well as travel accommodations are much
more restricted.
Given the perceived discrepancy between these two organizations, one would assume
that, given the opportunity, most athletes would choose the NCAA over U Sports. However, in
recent years, an increase in athletes transferring to U Sports from the NCAA raises questions
about this assumption. Here, recent changes to eligibility rules in U Sports (see Appendix A),
mean that athletes no longer must forgo a year of eligibility after transferring from the NCAA.
This change in legislation has created a new market of potential consumers for U Sports to
capture, as they have significantly reduced the barriers to entry for student-athletes transferring
from the NCAA. Historically, athletes contemplating transferring from the NCAA to U Sports
would have to consider the disadvantages associated with losing one year of eligibility and
having to sit out one year. However, with nothing now preventing student-athletes from
immediately pursuing their athletic and academic desires in U Sports, there is one less obstacle in
the way of U Sports to cater to this population of athletes.
Thus, the focus of this study was to explore the influence of brand on the decisionmaking process of student-athletes transferring from the NCAA to U Sports. Specifically, the
current study focused on hockey players who had previously competed in the NCAA and
transferred to U Sports. Hockey players, as a specific group of athletes, were chosen as the
population size of potential participants was much larger than any other sport, thus giving the
greatest opportunity to acquire the most amount of information possible. Further, this group was
the most accessible to the researcher through the use of online resources like HockeyDB.com,
and Eliteprospect.com. These online databases allowed the researcher the ability to track a
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player’s history and identify potential participants. Of the various other sports offered by both
NCAA and U Sport, these types of resources are limited if not, non-existent. If the decisionmaking process of these hockey players who have already made the decision to transfer from the
NCAA to U Sports can be better understood, results of this study could be applied directly to
marketing strategies and tactics of U Sports coaches. With improved marketing efforts aimed at
student-athletes currently in the NCAA, the potential to increase transfers from the NCAA to U
Sports could be greatly improved, resulting in a stronger U Sports brand.
Before delving into the study, it is important as an interpretivist for the researcher to
identify themselves within the research and address any potential bias (Savin-Baden & Major,
2012). Therefore, it is important to note that the researcher is a graduate student at a U Sports
affiliated institution. Furthermore, the researcher competed in varsity sport while completing
their undergraduate degree, although this sport was not U Sports affiliated, it did help to shape
their understanding of college/university sport. Actively engaging in this community is what
drove the researcher to understand this market as an underserved area, one with tremendous
potential for expansion and growth. Based on the experience of the researcher within this
community, as well as through a comprehensive review of the existing literature, to be outlined
in the subsequent chapter, the purpose of this research study was developed.
The purpose of this study is to explore the influence of brand on the decision-making
process of student-athletes transferring from the NCAA to U Sports. As previously alluded to, U
Sports is commonly perceived as an inferior brand to the NCAA. While most of the research on
collegiate sport is focused on the NCAA, with a small portion on U Sports, no research, to date,
has explored student-athletes transferring from the NCAA to U Sports. This gap in the literature
provides a unique opportunity for research to take place. Through the literature review conducted
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as part of this study, it will be shown that although existing studies may acknowledge the other
organization, an explicit comparison of transfers from the NCAA to U Sports has yet to be
conducted. Understanding the decision-making process of student-athletes transferring from the
NCAA to U Sports will allow for improved marketing efforts for U Sports administrators as they
seek to attract and house the best Canadian athletes.
Research Questions
The following questions comprise the focus of this study:
1) Reflecting on their current school, what are the specific attributes associated with
attending this school that led student-athletes to consider it more favourable than other
schools?
2) Reflecting on their current school, what are the benefits associated with attending this
school that led student-athletes to consider it more favourable then other schools?
3) Reflecting on their current school, what are the personal values that led student-athletes
to consider this school more favourable than others?

Subsequent sections of this study will delve into the various aspects of the research at hand. The
following chapter will encompass a thorough review of literature; chapter three will outline the
methods to be implemented in this study, chapters four and five speak to the findings of the study
and the discussion it incites, respectively.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Decision Making
Decision making is an aspect of life experienced by everyone hundreds, if not thousands,
of times daily. Often, we make decisions without much thought, while other times decisions
require hours of contemplation and research before they are made. Given how essential decisionmaking is in all aspects of life, it should serve as no surprise that the topic has become an area of
significant research. The body of literature surrounding decision making is filled with numerous
theories and frameworks, all attempting to capture the incredibly complex process that decision
making encompasses. With myriad factors and variables to consider in any given decision, it is
not uncommon for these models to pull on various fields of study at one time (Buchanan &
O’Connell, 2006). Buchanan and O’Connell (2006) note “the study of decision making, is
essentially a collaboration of different intellectual disciplines including, amongst others
mathematics, sociology, psychology, economics, and political science” (p.1) Furthermore, given
the tremendous diversity in terms of the types of decisions people make, often these theories or
frameworks are specific to certain contexts or situations. For example, a decision to apply for a
job would not follow the same process as a decision regarding what shirt one should wear for
work. These differences in the nature of decision making, mean that no one theory can capture
all aspects of the decision-making process; depending on the context, it is clear that some
theories are more applicable than others (Cunningham & Kwon, 2003). Furthermore, theories are
consistently evolving and adapting as the literature surrounding decision making grows. Indeed,
it is not uncommon for new theories to build off existing ones and take the initial concepts
presented, one step further (Azjen,1985). For this study, expectancy theory will guide the
conception and understanding of decision making; specific theories such as Means-End theory
(MET) will be utilized to further adapt to the specific context being explored.
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Expectancy-value theory.
Initially developed by John William Atkinson in the 1950s, Expectancy-Value theory was
created to better understand how achievement motivations influenced individuals’ behaviour
(Eccles, 1983). As stated by Kaur (2013), achievement motivation can be understood simply as
“the tendency to strive for success or to attain a desirable goal” (p.409). Atkinson’s ExpectancyValue theory proposes that people select and work toward goals because they have an underlying
need to achieve (Eccles, 1983). Atkinson proposes that two factors influence this process. The
first factor is comprised of the tendency to approach success and the tendency to avoid failure
(Eccles, 1983). He argues these tendencies manifest when we actively choose to participate in
achievement-oriented activities, or when we decline to participate in these activities (Eccles,
1983). The second factor outlined by Atkinson is that these two tendencies interact with
expectations and values. Our expectations are, essentially, our self-determined probability of
succeeding at something, while our values encompass the pride we feel in this success versus the
shame we feel if we fail (Eccles, 1983).
Since its inception, expectancy-value theory has been utilized in several fields such as
marketing (Zeithaml, 1988), education (Anitsal & Cadotte, 2007) and health (Costa, Dekker &
Joggen, 2004). Although the original theory is utilized as a general guide for decision making,
often adjustments are needed to tailor this theory to the specific context under examination.
Specifically, Means-End theory originates from the same principles of Expectancy-Value theory
and has been proven to be applicable to the context under examination in this study. This theory
will be further outlined below.
Means-End theory.
As noted above, many theories and conceptual frameworks have been developed to
outline or map the decision-making processes of individuals in specific or general contexts.
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Understanding student-athlete decision-making, one theory noted to be salient is means-end
theory (Finley & Fountain 2008; Klenosky et al., 2001). Essentially, Means-End theory seeks to
explore the connection between tangible aspects of a decision and the abstract feeling/emotions
that the decision will elicit. Originally established by Howard (1964), the foundation and
empirical testing of Means-End theory came from Reynolds and Gutman in 1988 (Kang, Kang,
Yoon & Kim, 2014). Means-end theory essentially seeks to understand the underlying feelings
that consciously or subconsciously drive individuals to make certain decisions. As identified by
Klenosky et al. (2001), “Means-End Theory focuses specifically on the interrelations among
product meanings at three levels of abstraction: attributes, consequences, and personal values.”
(p97).
The first level, attributes, refers to the easily identified aspects of a brand’s
product/service (Gutman, 1982; Klenosky et al., 2001). This is the most concrete level of
abstraction; in the context of the current study, it can encompass items such as the
location/proximity of a school or the athletic facility and infrastructure they offer. Consequences
are the second level of abstraction and refer to the outcomes, both positive and negative, that are
derived from selecting and/or using a product/service (Gutman 1982; Klenosky et al., 2001).
Consequences are more abstractly defined and, in the same context as the example provided
above, can refer to enhanced skill or academic performance. Further, they could also refer to
negative consequences such as moving away from home or additional work load (Gutman,
1982). The final level of a means-end chain refers to personal values which are described as the
valued state of being that guides all aspects of decision-making (Klenosky et al., 2001). This
final level is inherently the most abstract and can refer to values such as security, achievement,
fun and enjoyment (Gutman, 1982).
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Essentially, means-end theory provides a conceptual model to frame how consumers
select specific products/services as a “means” to satisfy their personal values, or “end-state”
(Klenosky et al., 2001). This is done as individuals select products/services based on attributes
they believe will produce desirable benefits. The benefits sought in this decision are driven by
the individual’s personal values, or desired state of being. For example, an athlete will select a
school because they believe the head coach (attribute) will give them ample playing time
(benefit/consequence) which will lead to a sense of achievement or improvement (personal
value). To better illustrate this framework, Appendix B shows a Hierarchical Value Map (HVM)
from a study conducted by Klenosky et al. (2001) which examined school choice decision
making amongst student-athletes. The white circles at the bottom of an HVM represent the
attributes identified by student-athletes in the study, the grey circles in the middle represent the
associated consequences, and finally the black circles at the top of the chain represent the
personal values.
Means-end theory has been utilized as a conceptual framework in a wide range of
marketing contexts. Examples include brand positioning of “green” restaurants (Kang et al.,
2014), consumer deliberation of television brand alternatives (Jenny & Yeh, 2016), consumer
considerations of ski resorts (Klenosky, Gengler & Mulvey, 1993), and consumer evaluation of
alternative food choices (Kitsawad & Guinard, 2014). In terms of collegiate sport and studentathletes’ decision-making specifically, means-end theory has proven to be a relevant framework,
although examples of its use are limited. Klenosky, Templin and Troutman (2001) utilized
means-end theory to underpin their investigation of NCAA student-athletes and what aspects of
their team/school they attributed value to. Specifically, utilizing the three levels of abstraction
outlined above, Klenosky et al. (2001) mapped the decision-making process of 27 NCAA
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Division I football players. MET was again utilized in student-athlete school choice decisionmaking through Finley and Fountain’s (2008) study aimed at NCAA division two female
volleyball players. The successful application of MET in these two studies showcased the
theoretical applicability when attempting to understand student-athlete decision-making.
Both expectancy value and means-end theory are key to the development of the
researcher’s understanding of decision-making in the context of this specific study. Going
forward, however, means-end theory will provide the dominant theoretical underpinning and
framework for data collection and analysis of the current investigation. While the exploration of
expectancy-value theory was included to sensitize readers and provide them the necessary
background to fully understand the extent of relevant literature in this area, MET provides the
greatest utility in the current investigation because of its ability to address the underlying “ends”
that drive decision making. Given the aim of this study, this is key in identifying the effect of
brand and how it influences, these “ends’ for the consumers in the current context.
Brand
The term “brand” was once simply a reference to an organization’s logo; however, this
definition has expanded greatly in recent decades to acknowledge a much broader spectrum of
aspects that can influence an organization’s brand (Aaker, 1991). A more accurate definition of
brand today is reflected by Davis (2000) in which he claims brand is “any and all interactions
your organization has with the ultimate consumer, which shapes their perception of the
organization” (p.5). Furthermore, whereas brand was originally utilized to capture tangible
products or goods, research has expanded the concept to encompass service organizations as well
(Berry, 2002; O’Cass & Grace, 2003). Although the term has evolved greatly over time, its
function within business remains steadfast; brands operate primarily to differentiate and
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influence consumers’ purchase/consumption decisions (Boyle & Magnusson, 2007; Judson,
Aurand, Gorchels & Gordon, 2006).
The potential for a strong brand to establish a clear competitive advantage has led some
researchers to claim that brand is actually one of the most valuable assets a firm has (Keller,
2002). Davis (2000) shares a similar view of brand as an asset and provides a list of benefits
derived from a strong brand as well as management strategies to maximize brand asset potential.
These associated benefits include: hard value which can be appraised for financial worth,
appreciation of brand leading to premium pricing opportunities, and establishment of platforms
for future product (Davis, 2000). Furthermore, Davis (2000) emphasizes the importance of brand
asset management as a long-term investment which should be overseen by senior management.
Judson et al. (2006) extended this point by confirming the importance of senior management
oversight of brand but notes the importance of brand clarity within the organization. Here,
Judson et al. (2006) note that it is not enough for executives to simply establish a brand, it must
be continuously developed and maintained by all levels of staff. The value of a strong brand is
not limited to one field but can be seen across a variety of fields such as travel (Kashif, MelatuSamsi & Sarifuddin, 2015), education (Aula, Tienari & Wæraas, 2015), sales (Castelo, Cabral &
Coelho, 2016), events (Bodet & Lacassagne, 2012), and sport (Watkins, 2014). In general, the
level of differentiation brand can create between competitors has led to it becoming a
cornerstone of marketing strategies in all industries (Aaker,1991).
Given the value and importance of establishing a strong brand, research on its various
aspects and application has grown (Davis, 2000). To provide sensitizing details of “brand”
relevant to the context of the current study, this literature review will focus on four key elements
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of brand. Thus, the remaining sections of the literature review will focus on service brand, brand
equity, customer-based brand equity, brand associations, and intercollegiate brand management.
Service Brand.
As previously stated, “brand” originally referred to products and packaged goods; the
term service brand, however, has been developed to capture the specific nuances of organizations
operating in the service industry (Berry, 2000). Berry (2000) defines a service brand as “a
promise of future satisfaction” (p. 136) and proposes that branding in the service industry plays a
far more important role in consumer decision-making then in the traditional packaged goods
industry. O’Cass and Grace (2003) identified facilities, past experience, and employee’s/service
providers, as the three main elements which shape consumer’s perception of service brands.
These elements reinforce Berry’s (2000) original notion that service providers are crucial to
conveying a brand’s intended message. Through customer interaction with these elements it is
crucial that quality and trust are conveyed, as effective service brands are those that make
emotional connections (Berry, 2000). Furthermore, strong service brands represent something
that is valuable to the consumer, and as such it is imperative that organizations convey the value
and importance of their service to their target audience (Keller, 1993). The concept of service
brands extends to a variety of fields but those most pertinent to this study include sport and postsecondary institutions.
Brand Equity.
In their work focused on service brand equity, Ross et al. (2007) note that “brand
provides a point of differentiation amongst competitors” (p, 113). This level of differentiation is
based upon the consumers’ positive or negative perception of a brand which essentially creates
added value or “brand equity” (Watkins, 2014). Aaker (1991) defines brand equity as “a set of
assets and liabilities linked to a brand, its name and symbols, that add to or subtract from the
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value provided by a product or service to a firm and/or to that firm’s customers” (p, 15). The
study of brand equity has become a focus of many researchers, as literature on its application to a
variety of fields has grown to include: the produce industry (Castelo, Cabral & Coelho, 2016),
tourism (Kashif, Melatu-Samsi & Sarifuddin, 2015), professional sport (Biscaia et al., 2016), and
intercollegiate sport (Boyle & Magnusson, 2007; Gladden et al.1998). In each of these studies, it
was found that brand equity is a driving factor in consumer decision-making and a key factor in
organizational success.
While numerous frameworks have been developed to address and measure brand equity
(Gladden et al.1998; Keller, 1993; Yoo, Donthu & Lee, 2000), Aaker's (1991) model has been
acknowledged as the foundation upon which most others have been crafted (Keller 2002;
Gladden et al.1998). As proposed by Aaker, via his model, brand equity is the combination of a
variety of assets and liabilities that can be categorized into five groups: brand loyalty, name
awareness, perceived quality, brand association, and other proprietary assets (1991). While the
exact level of interaction between these groups is contextually based, generally, these five key
areas are linked to the formation of overall brand equity (Aaker, 1991; Keller, 2002). Indeed,
Aaker’s model has been acknowledged as the most comprehensive in terms of examining brand
equity (Gladden et al.1998); however, it was generated with products as its focus. As Berry
(2000) noted, a different consumer perspective must be adopted in order to measure and
conceptualize service brand equity. A model equipped to address this perspective, while still
congruent with Aaker’s work (Ross, James & Vargas, 2006; Thellefsen & Sørensen, 2015), is
Keller’s (1993) model of Customer Based Brand Equity (CBBE).
Customer Based Brand Equity.
Whereas Aaker’s (1991) model was focused on the brand equity of products and tangible
goods, Keller (1993) sought to expand the field of brand equity to account for the consumers
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perspective. CBBE is defined as “the differential effect of brand knowledge on consumer
response to the marketing of the brand” (Keller, 1993, p 2). Keller (1993) conceptualized brand
knowledge as the position a brand holds within a consumer’s mind based on the associations
linked with it. Furthermore, Keller claims CBBE occurs when a consumer is familiar with the
brand and holds favorable, strong, and unique brand associations (1993). Keller crafted his
model with brand awareness and brand association, also central to Aaker’s model, as the drivers
of brand knowledge (Keller 1993). Like Aaker, Keller claims that brand awareness and brand
association are not always equal in their formation of CBBE and their relevance is instead
dependent on context. Although brand awareness has been identified in various studies to be a
salient concept (Chard, 2013; Ross, Bang & Lee, 2006;), for this research, brand association will
be the focus as it is argued this is the defining factor of intercollegiate/university institutions.
While brand awareness is an important concept, awareness alone is not enough to shape
decision-making, rather it is the brand associations established with each league/institution that
impacts student-athletes’ decision-making process(es). As the majority of universities in the
NCAA and U Sports provide the same infrastructure and systems (i.e. a head coach, athletic
facility etc.) often it is the unique perceptions of associations that student-athletes have within
these areas that drive them to enroll.
Brand Association.
Brand association can be defined as information linked to a product/service in the mind
of the consumer (Keller, 1993). Often, these associations, or links, are formed subconsciously by
the consumer and result from either implicit or explicit marketing tactics (Ross et al., 2006;
Thellefesen et al., 2015). These tactics can range from audio and visual media, to direct customer
experience and word of mouth (Gladden et al.1998; Keller, 1993; O’Cass et al., 2003;
Thellefesen et al., 2015). Within Keller’s (1993) model of brand knowledge, brand associations
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are divided into three types: attitudes, benefits, and attributes. Keller’s model can be seen in
figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Keller’s model of Brand Knowledge

The first type of association is attribute-related; these represent the descriptive features
that characterize the product/service (Keller, 1993). Attributes themselves can be divided into
two groups: product related attributes, which refer to physical characteristics, and non-product
related attributes, which refers to various external aspects related to the product/service (Kaynak,
Salman & Tatoglu, 2008). As outlined by Keller (1993), these external aspects include: price
information (cost of service/product), brand personality, user imagery (what type of person uses
the product/service), and usage imagery (where and in what situations is the product/service
used). While price and product appearance associations are inherently formed by consumers
through their interaction with a product, user imagery associations and usage imagery
associations work together to produce brand personality attributes (Keller, 1993; Keller, 2002).
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This concept refers to the personable characteristics a brand can represent such as “trendy” or
“passionate” (Keller, 1993). A study conducted by Kaynak et al. (2008) utilizing Keller’s model
to explore professional sports altered the non-product related attributes section to include: logo
design, stadium/arena, product delivery and tradition. Citing Gladden and Funk (2002) Kaynak
et al. (2008), claimed that these alterations to Keller’s original model allowed for a more
comprehensive application of the model to the professional sport industry. As these alterations to
the framework were developed to produce a more accurate fit within the professional sport
industry specifically, the application of this framework to the collegiate sport industry is
untested. Therefore, Keller’s original framework was utilized in this study as it is argued that this
provides a better fit for the context of collegiate sport, the focus of this research.
The second type of brand association outlined by Keller (1993) is benefits; this, refers to
the personal gains from usage/purchase consumers attach to product/service attributes. Benefits
are divided into three sub categories: functional, symbolic and experiential (Kaynak et al., 2008).
While functional benefits relate directly to brand attributes and account for the intrinsic
advantages of consumption, experiential benefits relate to the feelings associated with the
product/service and are derived from product related attributes (Keller, 1993). Symbolic benefits
encompass the extrinsic advantages of a brand and is related to non-product attributes; this
benefit addresses the consumer’s self-concept and is drawn closely from brand personality
(Kaynak et al. 2008; Keller, 1993).
The third and final type of brand association as outlined in Keller’s (1993) model is
attitude; this element accounts for a consumer’s overall evaluation of a brand. While influenced
by the first two types of associations, attributes and benefits, the final conception of brand
attitude relates directly to the inherent positive or negative benefits that exist within a
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product/service. (Keller, 1993). Brand attitude represents the most abstract type of brand
association (Kaynak et al. 2008); this is crucial because research has found that abstract
associations can be the most powerful in terms of shaping consumer decision making (Keller,
1993).
While attributes, benefits and attitudes represent the different types of brand associations,
Keller (1993) notes other aspects of brand associations to be salient in the development of
CBBE; these include the respective favourability, strength, and uniqueness of brand associations
in the mind of consumers. Favourability of brand associations refers to the extent to which
consumers favour certain associations over others (Keller,1993). As alluded to by Keller,
favourability is highly dependent on the relative level of importance a consumer places on an
attribute or benefit; in other words, the more important a consumer believes an attribute to be, the
more likely they are to favour it.
Strength of brand association is related to the quality and quantity of information
consumers associate with a brand (Kaynak et al., 2008; Keller, 1993). Strong brand associations
are generally the outcome of consumers actively thinking and considering the significance of the
product/service. The more significant a consumer feels a product/service to be, the more cues or
pathways are created in their mind. The more cues consumers relate to a product, the greater the
chances of a brand “coming to mind” when they consider their consumption options (Keller,
1993).
The third aspect of brand association related to the conception of CBBE is uniqueness
(Keller, 1993). Uniqueness of brand association refers to the extent to which a brand’s
associations are distinguishable and different from their competition (Keller, 1993). Although
high favourability and strength of brand associations is important, if they are not distinguishable
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from competing brands, there will be no drive for consumers to select a product/service.
Therefore, Keller argues that it is crucial uniqueness is established through the types of brand
association connected to your products/service (i.e. attributes, benefits, and attitudes). While
each category of brand association, and their respective sub-categories, are clearly defined and
sectioned within Keller’s model, it is important not to overlook their interconnectedness. As
noted by Kaynak et al. (2008) all types of brand associations must be congruent in order to elicit
strong, favourable and unique associations within consumer’s minds. Furthermore, as noted by
Keller (1993), congruence among brand associations is more easily internalized and learned by
consumers, making it memorable and increasing the likelihood it is recalled. This concept of
brand clarity is supported throughout the literature, (Berry, 2000; Judson et al., 2006) and will be
further discussed in a subsequent section.
Although Keller’s (1993) brand model establishes the importance of brand associations in
the creation of equity, other researchers have noted the value of brand associations as well.
Aaker (1991) states the “underlying value of a brand is based upon the specific associations
linked to it” (p 20), while Chen (2001) claims brand associations to be an important foundational
aspect of a strong brand. This foundational view of brand association within brand equity has
been confirmed through various studies. Research has shown that brand associations can be the
most influential determinant of strong brand equity (Chen, 2001; Krishnan, 1996). Krishnan
(1996) found that organizations with high brand equity displayed a higher number of
associations than organizations with low brand equity. Moreover, these results are supported by
Chen (2001) as he claims the more brand associations a consumer holds, the more likely they
will attribute strong brand equity to that product/service. In the past decade, intercollegiate sport
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has evolved significantly in terms of the integration of brand and brand equity into their
marketing strategies.
Intercollegiate/Inter-University Sport Branding.
Brand management has evolved to be a focal point of post-secondary institutions (Aula,
Tienari & Wæraas, 2015). Gladden and Funk (2002) note the importance of sport teams
understanding the components of brand to augment organizational brand equity. Of the various
components comprising brand, its association have come to the forefront of research in this field.
As noted by Ross et al. (2006), for a sports team, brand associations are essential to commercial
success of the operation. While Ross’ study was conducted on professional sport, its relevance to
intercollegiate sport was solidified through the work of Boyle et al. (2007), who found brand
associations to be especially important in the case of successful brand equity within the NCAA.
Furthermore, a follow-up study conducted by Ross et al. (2007) established that “sport brand
association can be assessed in the realm of intercollegiate sport as well” (p. 113). Here, Ross et
al. (2007) claim “brand association, is an important and growing concern among sport managers
given that brand image provides a point of differentiation amongst competitors” (p. 113).
With respect to brand associations in the context of intercollegiate/university sport,
various studies have sought to test the nature of its application. Here, Gladden et al. (1998) are
noted as pioneers in the field; their early work established a conceptual model for brand equity in
collegiate sport (Gladden et al.1998; Watkins, 2014). Although this brand equity model was
developed as a means to understand collegiate sport fans as consumers, it is still a valuable
resource to provide context to the college landscape as a whole. Indeed, student-athletes have
been acknowledged as critical consumers for university administrators to attract (Chard et al.,
2013). Within Gladden’s model, two primary antecedents are linked to brand association:
leveraging of product extension as well as national television exposure. Gladden et al. (1998)
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note that leveraging extensions of the brand, such as conference affiliations, tailgating,
promotions and marching bands, allows collegiate sport teams to create stronger and more
impressionable associations amongst their consumers. These findings are indicative of Keller’s
(1993) research on brand association in the service industry. Here Keller, found that brand
associations can be effectively shaped through the leveraging of secondary associations such as
an event or celebrity spokesperson.
Building off the work of Gladden et al. (1998), Ross et al. (2007) sought to explore brand
association within intercollegiate ice hockey. Using the Team Brand Association Scale (TBAS),
developed by Gladden & Funk (2002), Ross et., al (2007) established that “… understanding of
current associations held by consumers is extremely important in managing the image of the
team” (p 113). This is supported by the findings of Boyle et al. (2007) as they found that a “sport
team’s brand equity can be one of the most vital, as well as precarious, aspects of managing the
business side of sports teams” (p 515). They further identified a strong link between brand equity
and social identity amongst their consumers. Therefore, in collegiate sport, consumers’ brand
associations can act as a reflection of how they see themselves (Boyle et al., 2007). For example,
consumers who connect with a team because they identify it as bold or courageous, may do so
because that is how they want to see themselves.
Research examining brand in intercollegiate/university sport has also been conducted
from the perspective of student-athletes as consumers (Aurand, Gorchels & Gordon, 2009;
Chard, 2013; Chard, Maclean & Faught, 2013; Chard & Potwarka, 2017; Judson et al., 2006;
Miller and Kerr, 2002). The concept of brand clarity is something that has become a salient
theme throughout the literature focused in this area. Judson et al. (2006) note that “the benefits of
a strong, well defined, distinctive brand, transcends university size and structure” (p 109). This is
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supported in the literature (i.e. Chard, 2013; Chard et al., 2013; Judson et al., 2009) as the
findings of these respective studies indicate that consumers are not concerned with a postsecondary institution’s size or infrastructure, but rather they are influenced by the potential
benefits associated with an institution. The simple promise of these benefits is not enough
however, as Judson et al. (2009) claim that a successful collegiate brand is contingent on the
athletic department’s ability to ensure its internal brand meets the promises of its external brand.
Chard et al. (2013) note, if this does not occur “failure to deliver what the consumer expects will
result in dissatisfaction” (p 200). Through Berry’s (2000) claim that the key to any successful
service brand is trust and quality, this dissatisfaction can be devastating to an institution’s brand.
As previously stated, in addition to the promise of benefits, Berry (2000) and O’Cass et al.
(2003) state that service providers are also integral to making or breaking a brand. Given they are
the primary link between consumers and the organization, it is imperative that they convey the
brand effectively. Here, for example, Judson et al. (2009) identified the importance of head
coaches and team managers as service providers in conveying their brand to recruits of
intercollegiate teams.
In terms of specific brand associations that shape consumers’ perceptions, various
studies have investigated this area. Through a review of relevant literature, scholarships, level
of play, and athletic/academic opportunities were highlighted as salient themes (Chard, 2013;
Chard et al., 2013; Miller & Kerr., 2002). A prominent theme to emerge from literature
regarding brand association of NCAA and U Sports institutions was the effect of scholarships
(Chard, 2013; Chard et al., 2013; Krukowska et al., 2007; Miller et al., 2007; Chard & Potwarka,
2017). Chard (2013) notes that amongst student-athletes there is a perceived discrepancy in
scholarship support between the NCAA and U Sports. Furthermore, this perceived inequity
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between the two organizations has played a role in the establishment of U Sports being
perceived as an inferior organization to the NCAA (Chard, 2013). Part of this perceived
inequality between U Sports and the NCAA stems from a misconception among athletes that
due to the scholarship support provided by the NCAA, U Sports athletes will have a larger
financial burden than their NCAA counterparts (Miller & Kerr, 2002; Chard et al., 2013). Studies,
however, have shown that U Sports athletes actually incur less student debt than NCAA
athletes (Krukowska et al., 2007). Here, Krukowska et al. (2007) found, although NCAA studentathletes receive more scholarship money, their cost of living and student expenses are still
much greater than U Sports athletes. Despite this fact, research indicates that student-athletes
are more likely to establish positive brand associations with the NCAA based on monetary
scholarship support offered, rather than the actual financial outcome (Chard et al., 2013; Miller
& Kerr, 2002).
Level of play has been noted by researchers as a key aspect in brand perception of U
Sports and the NCAA as well. In terms of U Sports hockey, Chard (2013) found that on an
absolute level, the quality of play was very well regarded; however, when compared to leagues
such as the Canadian Hockey League (CHL) or NCAA, the associations around level of play in
U Sports diminished. These findings are consistent with the work of Edwards et al. (2014), as
they note the inferior perceptions student-athletes hold towards U Sports as a viable hockey
option. Miller and Kerr (2002) found that, in general, Canadian student-athletes acknowledged
the limited opportunities U Sports provided in terms of professional development. For studentathletes focused on pursuing a career in professional sport, U Sports were perceived as an end to
that dream rather than a viable pathway (Chard, 2013). Other themes related to level of play to
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emerge from the literature include facilities, coaching development and special treatment (Chard
et al., 2013; Miller et al., 2002; O’Cass et al., 2003).
Academic opportunities have also been identified as a strong aspect of brand perception
and association. While U Sports has been perceived as an inferior organization in regard to level
of play and scholarships, in terms of academic opportunities it has been noted as the dominant
organization (Miller & Kerr, 2002). In their study of interuniversity brand touchpoints, Chard et
al. (2013) discovered that the “environment for academic success” was noted by student-athletes
as an area of importance. Furthermore, Chard et al. (2013) found that student-athletes identified
U Sports as doing a good job of providing support in this area. Miller and Kerr (2002) also noted
through their study that student-athletes in U Sports attributed more importance to academic
success as they progressed through their degree, whereas the opposite was found to be true in the
case of NCAA athletes. Here, NCAA student-athletes dedicate more time to athletic pursuits as
they progress to upper years. Miller and Kerr concluded that U Sports promoted a successful
academic atmosphere whereas the NCAA did not (2002). Although the NCAA has endeavored to
improve their academic support through efforts such as Academic Progress Rate (Johnson,
Wessel & Pierce, 2013), research still notes that much more work needs to be done to legitimize
its academic standing (Feezell, 2015).
How student athletes come to develop brand associations with an institution is almost as
important as the brand associations themselves. Thus, the following section will discuss the
concept of athlete recruitment. Athlete recruitment is one of the processes through which
institutional representatives have the opportunity to directly interact with prospective studentathletes and enhance or solidify their brand in the minds of these students. While this added
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exposure can either positively or negatively affect the brand’s perception in the minds of studentathletes, in either case their decision-making processes is undoubtedly influenced.
Recruitment
People represent one of, if not, the most important assets for most organizations (Collins,
2001). Regardless of industry, the fundamental success of any organization is dependent on the
level of talent and experience they employ (Chapman et al., 2005). Although human resources
(HR) represents a wide variety of tasks and functions, it could be argued that one of this
department’s most vital duties is recruitment. Recruitment has been defined as “encompassing all
organizational practices and decisions that affect either the number, or types, of individuals that
are willing to apply for, or to accept, a given vacancy” (Rynes 1991, p46). As suggested by
Treadway et al (2014) “the recruitment and selection of human resources represent the most
important activities in which organizations of all types engage” (p 1607). With this process
representing such a fundamental aspect of organizational success, it should be no surprise that
the current body of literature surrounding recruitment is immense (Edwards & Washington,
2015; Finley & Fountain, 2008; Treadway et al 2014, Kankey & Quaterman, 2007; Klenosky,
Templin & Troutman, 2001). As found by Magnussen et al. (2015) the existing literature can
effectively be separated into two distinct sections: traditional organizations/business, and sport
organizations recruitment; the latter will represent the main focus in terms of this literature
review.
It could be argued that competition in recruitment is best exemplified through college
sports as the environment that it exists within demands emphasis be placed on strong recruitment
(Klenosky et al., 2001). Unlike traditional jobs, and even jobs in professional sport, collegiate
sport teams do not have the luxury of maintaining players for an extended period. With an
eligibility cap of four years in the NCAA and five in U Sports, administrators must be constantly
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recruiting and developing players as a means of ensuring future success of their program.
Eligibility rules present barriers that hinder athletes transferring from one school to another.
Given there is no draft by which teams can acquire student-athletes, recruitment is essentially the
sole means of talent acquisition in collegiate sport. As identified by Magnusen et al. (2014)
collegiate sport recruitment is unique in that the length of the recruitment process is much longer
than in a traditional business setting, the age of target recruits is much younger, and finally the
role of the recruiter (i.e. Head coach) is drastically different than a typical human resources
manager.
Traditionally, research on student-athlete development has come from two perspectives,
the institutions, and the athletes. Speaking from the institutional perspective, the financial cost
associated with recruitment in inter-collegiate sport is exceptionally high and is only continuing
to rise (Le Crome et al., 2009). “Multiple NCAA teams spend over one million dollars on
recruitment each year, and since 1997 more than half of the NCAA has doubled and even tripled
their budget allocated to student-athlete recruitment” (Magnusen et al., 2014, p. 266). Therefore,
research from the institutional perspective has primarily been focused on recruitment
effectiveness as universities/colleges look to maximize their resources and reduce their costs (Le
Crome et al., 2009; Magnusen et al., 2014).
On the other hand, research conducted from the athlete perspective has focused more on
athlete decision-making in regard to school choice selection. With a variety of factors and
influences to consider when selecting their post-secondary institution, students must navigate a
difficult and complex decision-making process. This situation is compounded for highly
recruited student-athletes, as their decision involves a significantly greater number of influences,
factors and options (Le Crome et al., 2009). Research aimed at addressing the importance of
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these factors, and their influences on student-athlete's school choice decision is dense and has
seen growth in recent years (Klenosky et al, 2001; Letawsky, 2003; Crowley, 2004; Goss et al.,
2006; Kankey & Quaterman, 2007; Finley & Fountain, 2008; Popp et al., 2011; Chard,
MacLean, & Faught, 2013; Chard & Potwarka, 2017).
Largely, results have consistently found the same factors to be at play in the recruitment
processes (Magnusen et al., 2015). These factors include head coach (Klenosky et al., 2001;
Letawsky, 2003; Crowley, 2004; Pauline, 2010; Popp et al., 2011; Edwards & Washington,
2015), location (Klenosky et al., 2001; Letawsky, 2003; Crowley, 2004; Finley & Fountain,
2008; Johnson et al., 2013), opportunity to play (Klenosky et al., 2001; Crowley, 2004; Goss et
al., 2006; Edwards & Washington, 2015), scholarship support (Crowley, 2004; Finley &
Fountain, 2008; Le Crome et al., 2009; Popp et al., 2011), sport facility (Crowley et al., 2004;
Goss et al., 2006; Pauline, 2010), academic reputation (Popp et al., 2011; Weiss & Robinson,
2013; Edwards & Washington, 2015), availability of major (Chard & Potwarka, 2017; Letawsky,
2003; Goss et al., 2006; Pauline, 2010; Johnson et al., 2013) and post graduate opportunities
(Klenosky et al., 2001; Finley & Fountain, 2008; Pauline, 2010, ). While no one factor is
dominant across all studies, these factors are all consistently noted and discussed throughout the
literature. Traditionally these factors have been split into three distinct categories or areas:
Athletic, Academic, and External (Magnusen et al., 2015; Chard & Potwarka, 2017). The
subsequent sections will review and discus each of these areas and their key factors.
Athletic factors.
As Magnusen et al. identified, the category of athletics is composed of three main factors;
head coach/coaching staff, athletic facility, and job characteristics (2015). Of these three factors,
the most commonly referenced is head coach/coaching staff. In fact, various studies have
identified head coach and coaching staff as the single most influential factor in a student-
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athlete’s decision-making process (Goss et al., 2006; Klenosky et al., 2001; Treadway et al.,
2014); while others have noted it as highly influential (Edwards & Washington, 2015; Letawsky,
2003; Pauline, 2010; Popp et al., 2011).

head coach.
Although various studies have identified the importance of head coaches in the
recruitment process, very few have examined why exactly this factor is so important. Through
their research, Klenosky et al. (2001) identified that the value of coaches in the recruitment
process comes from their ability to provide a connection to three personal values that studentathletes identified as important. The first and most prominent personal value to stem from the
head coach/coaching staff was that of “fun and enjoyment”. Klenosky et al. identified this
through the head coach’s ability to make players feel comfortable, as it was noted that players
who were able to feel comfortable with their coaches were then able to fully enjoy their
experience and have fun (2001). The second and third personal values to stem from head
coach/coaching staff were achievement and security (Klenosky et al., 2001). These personal
values were satisfied through similar paths, as it was seen that student-athletes felt they could
play at a professional level if head coaches could provide ample playing time and improve their
overall performance. In turn, Klenosky et al. found that players who felt they could play at a
professional level felt either a sense of achievement, in that they had accomplished a lifelong
goal, or security, as they would now be financially secure with a job (2001).
By identifying why exactly head coaches are seen as an important factor in studentathlete decision making, Klenosky et al. (2001) provided institutions insights to alter and
enhance their recruitment strategies/tactics. However, Magnusen et al. note that knowing why
head coaches are important is only half the battle, the other half is effectively communicating it
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to the student-athletes (2015). Magnusen et al. argue that head coaches who are politically and
socially skilled are fundamentally more successful in student-athlete recruitment (2015). It is
argued that coaches who are able to effectively frame critical information, i.e. their winning
record (Tredway et al., 2011) and their proficiencies at athlete development (Edwards &
Washington, 2015), are more likely to find success in recruitment. It is further argued that
political/social skills are critical to the recruitment process for head coaches, as often times they
are the only channel of communication between the institution and the student (Edwards &
Washington, 2015; Magnusen et al., 2015; Popp et al., 2011). As student-athletes have limited
exposure to potential institutions outside of their contact with the head coach, the head coach’s
ability to effectively frame information in the minds of student-athletes becomes even more
critical (Magnusen et al., 2015).
Although head coaches were found to be a significant factor throughout the literature,
regardless of race, gender and sport, there was one difference of value noted. In the case of Gross
et al. (2006) it was seen that while head coach/coaching staff was ranked first overall in terms of
importance, women actually ranked it lower on average than men did. This is consistent with the
literature as it has been generally noted that women place more emphasis on academic factors
then they do on athletic (Pauline, 2010; Popp et al., 2011).
job characteristics.
The second factor to comprise the recruitment category of athletics, is that of job
characteristics. In the context of collegiate sport this factor essentially refers to two components:
opportunity to play, and scholarship support (Magnusen et al., 2015). While these two
components are not always reported together, they have both been identified throughout the
literature as significant factors in student-athlete school choice decision making (Edwards &
Washington, 2015; Finley & Fountain, 2008; Goss et al., 2006; Klenosky et al., 2001; Le Crome
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et al., 2009). In some instances, both opportunity to play and scholarship support respectively,
have ranked as the most significant factors student-athletes consider (Crowley, 2004; Popp et al.,
2011). As with all factors of student-athlete decision making, the significance of job
characteristics has been seen to differ from population to population based on a variety of factors
including: gender, level of competition and sport. While Crowley et al. (2004) identified
opportunity to play as the most significant factor among track and field students at NCAA
institutions, Klenosky et al. ranked it fourth in their study of football players at similar
institutions (2001). Although these two studies serve to illustrate the overall importance of
opportunity to play, a gap in the value of this factor can be seen between the two sports. To
better understand the level of importance opportunity to play represents in school choice decision
making Gross et al. conducted a study across multiple sports at various small colleges (2006).
Their results indicated that across sport, opportunity to play was ranked second overall in terms
of school choice factors (Gross et al., 2006). However, it is important to note that this study only
included freshmen and therefore while it is still clear opportunity to play is a significant factor,
discrepancies could still exist across age. In fact, research has shown that opportunity to play
becomes more important as student-athletes grow and progress through their school (Johnson et
al., 2013).
The second component of job characteristics referrers to scholarship support, an issue
that has been divisive in college sport over the years (Edwards & Washington, 2015). Through
various studies, scholarship support has more often than not represented the most significant
factor (when tested for) in student-athlete school selection (Crowley, 2004; Finley & Fountain,
2008; Popp et al., 2011). Much like opportunity to play, the relative importance of scholarship
support has been seen to fluctuate amongst different populations. As Popp et al. (2001) note the
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value of athletic scholarship ranked first among international students, while among domestic
students did not rank it within the top five. This finding is supported by the literature as it has
been seen that there is a relationship between scholarship support and distance from home; as
Crowley (2004) noted that the less scholarship money an athlete received, the more location
played a factor in their school choice selection. Furthermore, literature (Kankey & Quaterman,
2007) has identified gender as an influence on the overall importance of scholarship support,
although no consensus has been found. While some studies indicate that females place greater
emphasis on scholarship support in their school choice selection than males (Finley & Fountain,
2008), other studies have found the opposite to be true (Kankey & Quaterman, 2007). The final
factor seen to influence scholarship support is that of sport type. Research has indicated that
individual sport athletes place less emphasis on scholarship support than team sports athletes do
(Le Crome, 2009; Weiss & Robinson, 2013). Weiss & Robinson (2013), note that this difference
in level of importance could be due to the inherent nature of athletes who compete in individual
vs team sports. Additionally, Weiss & Robinson, note that “there might be more of an intrinsic
motivation to play when given less funding and/or when there was less of a chance to earn
substantial money playing in professional leagues after graduation” (Weiss & Robinson, 2013,
p99). Overall, what drives the importance of this factor has been established through the
literature, as Finely and Fountain (2008), identified the personal values of security and
achievement as the main factors that influence the importance of scholarship support.
facilities.
The final athletic factor identified throughout the literature as an important influence on
the school choice selection, is that of sport facilitates (Crowley et al., 2004; Goss et al., 2006;
Pauline, 2010). This factor essentially refers to the infrastructure institutions have in place to
support their athletes. This can range from the area/stadium they play in, to their training facility
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and weight rooms (Magnusen et al., 2015). While previously identified factors such as head
coach and job opportunities have been seen through the literature to be the primary factor in the
decision-making process, athletic facilities have yet to have been identified in this capacity.
Instead it is seen as more of a secondary factor that athletes utilize to help supplement the other
factors in their decision (Crowley, 2004).
Much like the previously discussed factor of job characteristics, the importance of
athletic facilitates have been seen to fluctuate across populations. As seen throughout the
literature, males have been noted as placing greater importance on athletic facilities than females
(Pauline, 2010). Furthermore, based on sport type, it has been seen that athletes involved in
revenue generating sports place greater emphasis on athletic facilities than athletes in nonrevenue generating sports (Goss et al., 2006). This difference has been attributed to the fact that
revenue generating sports implicitly have more money to invest in their facilities and therefore
are able to invest in top of the line facilities to support their athletes; while on the other hand
non-revenue generating sports do not have the necessary funds to invest in facilities specifically
for their athletes (Goss et al.,2006).
Academic factors.
The second recruitment category to be identified by Magnusen et al. (2015) is that of
academic factors. Some segments of the literature have highlighted this category as the most
important overall in student-athlete school choice selection (Gross et al., 2006). Much like
athletics, this category is divided into three main factors that have been identified as important in
the decision-making process undertaken by student-athletes. These factors include availability of
academic major, academic reputation, and post-graduate opportunities.
availability of academic major.
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Of these three factors, availability of academic major has arguably been seen throughout
the literature as the most influential (Chard & Potwarka, 2017; Crowley, 2004; Goss et al., 2006;
Kankey & Quaterman, 2007; Letawsky, 2003; Pauline 2010). In fact, various studies have
identified this factor as the most important factor overall in school choice selection (Goss et al.,
2006; Kankey & Quaterman 2009; Letawsky, 2003). While the importance of availability of
academic major has been seen to span across gender, Goss et al. indicate that there is a marginal
difference, as females tend to rate it as more important overall than males (2006). Furthermore,
the overall importance of this factor has held consistent across different sports including football
(Klenosky et al., 2001), softball (Kankey & Quaterman, 2007) and track/field (Crowley, 2004),
despite the difference between revenue and non-revenue generating sports (Pauline, 2010).
Letawsky argues that not only is it important for institutions to offer specific majors that studentathletes are interested in, but also that institutions with more degree programs are more appealing
to student-athletes due to the fact that it provides them with multiple options (2003).
academic reputation.
The second factor categorized under academics is that of academic reputation. While this
factor has emerged as a salient theme throughout the literature, the gap in importance based on
gender and student type is considered significant (Pauline, 2010; Popp et al., 2011). In terms of
gender, literature suggests that females place a greater emphasis on academic reputation than
males do (Pauline, 2010; Popp et al., 2011). Pauline (2010), suggests this difference could be due
to the lack of professional sport opportunities available for women as compared to men. The lack
of available professional sports leagues for females would lead them to consider the academic
aspect of institutions more than males (Pauline, 2010).
Furthermore, when examining international versus domestic students Popp et al. (2011),
found that in the case of student-athletes attending a domestic institution, academic reputation
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ranked second in their decision-making process. On the other hand, international student-athletes
ranked academic reputation much lower. These findings are supported by those of Edwards and
Washington (2015), as it was seen that although Canadian hockey players competing in the
NCAA considered the academic reputation associated with an NCAA institution to be a strong
factor in their decision to select the NCAA over U Sports, it was not nearly as important as the
athletic factors that drew them to the NCAA over U Sports.
post-graduate career opportunities.
The final academic factor that has emerged through the literature is that of post-grad
career opportunities. This factor is one that has been demonstrated through various studies to be
highly important in the school selection of student-athletes (Kankey & Quarterman, 2007;
Pauline, 2010; Popp et al., 2011). In a study conducted by Popp et al. (2011), it was seen that the
ability to obtain a degree that would lead to a good job was ranked as the most important factor
by student-athletes. Kankey & Quaterman’s result support this finding as it was seen through
their research that post-grad career opportunities ranked third among their population of studentathletes (2007).
Klenosky et al. (2001), argue the importance of post-grad career opportunities stems from
the personal value of security. While one might assume the importance behind the overall
concept of academics would derive from student-athlete’s desire to obtain knowledge, literature
indicates that the importance placed on academics stems from the perceived consequence of
getting a good job (Finley & Fountain, 2008; Klenosky et al., 2001; Popp et al., 2011). Klenosky
et al. (2001), found that the idea of getting a good job provided student-athletes with a sense of
security in their future outside of sport. These findings are telling due to the fact that Klenosky et
al’s. (2001) research was focused on Division I NCAA football players. This is important to note
as it demonstrates the fact that even student-athletes focused on playing professional sport factor
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academics into their decision (Klenosky et al., 2001). Furthermore, literature reveals that the
importance of post-grad career opportunities is much greater for both athletes competing in nonrevenue generating sports and for females (Pauline, 2010). This is acknowledged to be a result of
the lack of professional sport opportunities for both females and athletes competing in nonrevenue generating sports; with limited career opportunities in professional sport, their focus is
instead directed to building a career through their education (Pauline, 2010).
Overall the recruitment category of academics is arguably the most important factor most
student-athletes consider when selecting schools (Kankey & Quarterman, 2009). Although the
importance of its three major factors fluctuate across studies, the belief that academics as a whole
is the most important concept is one that is held by many researchers (Chard et al., 2013; Goss et
al., 2006; Kankey & Quaterman, 2007; Pauline, 2010)
External factors.
The final recruitment category is comprised of three main factors which are identified as
those that are out of the control of both the institution/recruiter and the student-athlete
(Magnusen et al., 2015). These factors include: school location, weather/climate conditions, and
economic conditions.
school location.
Of these three factors, school location has emerged through the literature as the most
salient, with various studies noting its tremendous importance (Crowley, 2004; Finley &
Fountain 2008; Gonzalez, Mesanza & Mariel, 2010; Klenosky et al., 2001). In fact a study
conducted by Gonzalez et al. found that the further a school is from a student’s home, the more
likely they are to transfer back (2010). Interestingly enough, various studies utilizing means end
analysis have been used to examine this topic. (Finley & Fountain, 2008; Klenosky et al., 2001).
Through this particular body of research, three personal values have been seen to drive the
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importance of school location: security, fun and enjoyment, and achievement (Finley & Fountain
2008; Klenosky et al., 2001). The value of security has been linked to school location as research
has identified that location can provide student-athletes with a strong sense of comfort (Finley &
Fountain 2008; Klenosky et al., 2001). Two main perspectives have been established in relation
to this sense of comfort, as Klenosky et al. (2001) notes it is derived from being close to home
while Finley and Fountain (2008) argue that it is achieved through being at a desirable
destination. While these two studies offer differing opinions, Finley and Fountain (2008) note
that both are legitimate as the results are derived from differing populations (Division I football
players vs softball players). Regardless of the way in which this level of comfort is achieved, it is
acknowledged throughout the literature that this sense of comfort is directly related to the value
of security as student-athletes wish to feel secure in their surroundings. The second personal
value established to drive the importance of school location is that of fun and enjoyment. Much
like the personal value of security, fun and enjoyment has been linked to a sense of comfort
(Klenosky et al., 2001). Literature has indicated that student-athletes who were able to feel
comfortable with their surroundings felt they were in a better position to have fun and enjoy their
post-secondary experience (Finley & Fountain, 2008). The value of fun and enjoyment has been
noted as a personal value that drives the importance behind many of the factors discussed in this
literature review however, it has been most closely linked to that of school location (Finley &
Fountain 2008; Klenosky et al., 2001).
weather/climate.
The second factor to be categorized under external factors is that of weather/climate and
can at times be associated with school location. While Magnusson (2015) notes this factor as
more anecdotal, Finley and Fountain (2008), identified weather and climate as an important
factor in student-athletes school selection choice. Their results indicate that student-athletes
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participating in outdoor sports believe specific conditions would improve their performance.
Ultimately the personal value that drove the importance of weather/climate in Finley and
Fountains (2008), study was that of achievement, as student-athletes in their study felt that their
improved performance would lead to enhanced achievement.
economic conditions.
Economic conditions represent the third and final external factor. Economic conditions
are described as the effect the economy has on student-athlete’s school choice selection
(Magnusen et al., 2015). Literature has noted that this factor has a strong connection to school
choice location, as often times the international economy can limit student-athletes from
attending an intuition in another country (Crowley, 2004; Popp et al., 2011) As noted by Popp et
al. (2011), economic conditions undoubtedly play a role in shaping the importance international
students place on scholarship support. Although research has identified a significant increase in
financial support offered by American schools to help compensate with economic conditions,
literature still indicates that international students incur significantly more debt when attending
foreign institutions rather than domestic institutions (Krukowska, 2007). Furthermore, research
into student migration has shown that athletes are far more likely to transfer home from studying
abroad if the cost of living difference is greater than in their native country (Gonzalez et al.,
2010).
Overall, research on these factors has produced varying results in terms of level of
importance. What is important to note is that each of these themes has been identified
consistently as important, to some degree, across the literature. Additionally, it is important to
note that while no consensus has been reached concerning the variance of some factors (i.e.
which gender places greater emphasis on scholarship support) this is most likely due to the
specific nature of these research studies and the uniqueness of the populations they research. Due
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to the various control factors that researchers must account for in their research (i.e. gender, sport
type, level of revenue generation, nationality etc.) it is nearly impossible to generalize the
findings of any study across the entire student-athlete population. Rather the findings of these
respective studies can be utilized to paint a picture of the various populations of student-athletes
that exists and better understand the nuances of the recruitment process.
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Chapter 3: Methods
Purpose Statement
As discussed in the introduction, the purpose of this study is to explore the influence of
brand on the decision-making process of student-athletes transferring from the NCAA to U
Sports. As previously discussed, U Sports is commonly perceived as an inferior brand to the
NCAA. While most of the research on collegiate sport is focused on the NCAA, with a small
portion on U Sports, no research, to date, has explored student-athletes transferring from the
NCAA to U Sports. This gap in the literature provides a unique opportunity for research to take
place. Furthermore, considering the recent change to U Sports policy (appendix A) this gap has
become an important one to fill as U Sports athletic directors and coaches now have an emerging
market to engage with. MET identifies attributes, benefits and personal values as the structural
influences that impact consumer decision-making (Gutman, 1982). Various studies have
confirmed the application of MET to the decision-making processes of student-athletes (Finley &
Fountain, 2008; Klenosky et al., 2001) and therefore is a useful theory to shape this study. As
seen in the previous chapter, a great deal of research has been undertaken to establish the
influences on decision making for student-athletes in regard to the NCAA or U Sports. Although
these studies may acknowledge the other organization, an explicit comparison of transfers from
the NCAA to U Sports has yet to be conducted. Understanding the decision-making process of
student-athletes transferring from the NCAA to U Sports will allow U Sports administrators to
further enhance and focus their marketing strategies as they seek to attract and house the best
Canadian athletes.
As outlined in the introduction, the following questions comprise the focus of this study:
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1) Reflecting on their current school, what are the specific attributes associated with
attending this school that led student-athletes to consider it more favourable than
other schools?
2) Reflecting on their current school, what are the benefits associated with attending this
school that led student-athletes to consider it more favourable then other schools?
3) Reflecting on their current school, what are the personal values that led studentathletes to consider this school more favourable than others?

Theoretical Perspective
The interpretivist theoretical perspective will be used to guide the researcher’s
understanding of knowledge-building in this study. Additionally, this perspective will influence
the researcher’s decision making in regard to the full research process from data collection to
analysis. (Savin-Baden & Major, 2012) As outlined by Gray (2014) interpretivism suggests that
there is no one single truth, and that individual realties are constructed based on peoples’ unique
experiences and understandings. This is like the proposition of MET, as Reynolds and Gutman
declare no one personal value is dominant amongst everyone, and the way in which we come to
rate specific personal values over others is through our own unique circumstance and situation
(Reynolds & Gutman, 1988).
This perspective is appropriate for the study at hand, as interpretivism is used to
comprehend social actions and the meanings behind those actions and to better understand the
world in which participants live through thick description and qualitative data (Gray, 2014:
Creswell, 2003; Outhwaite, 1975). Traditionally, researchers who utilize interpretivism “seek to
explain the reasons for intentional action or decision in relation to the context and situation in
which they encompass” (King, Keohane, & Verba, 1994, p. 37). Given the purpose of the study
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is to understand the decision-making process of student-athletes, this perspective aligns itself
well.
Methodology
As this study is an examination of the underlying influences of a consumer decision,
Means-End theory (MET) was identified as an appropriate theoretical framework to underpin
this study. MET was first developed to identify and understand how consumers attribute value to
products and services they consume (Gutman, 1982). In this framework, “means” are objects or
activities and “ends” are the valued states of being created by consumption or interaction with
these means.
The rationale behind the inclusion of this framework is its seamless fit within the context
of this study. The way in which MET links individual decisions to their underlying influences is
essentially the same concept being explored in this research. As the main purpose of the research
is to identify the underlying influences of brand on athletes’ school choice decision making
processes, it was determined that MET was an effective framework to use. Its qualitative nature
offers depth to the understanding of the unique experiences involved. The specific methods to be
utilized in this research study will be outlined in the subsequent sections.

Method
Interviews with current U Sports hockey players, who previously competed in the
NCAA, were conducted to reach the objectives set forth by the researcher. Analysis of the data
collected has led to insights on the influence of brand on student-athletes’ school-choice
decision-making processes. The subsequent sections will further detail and outline the specific
processes that were utilized, including: participant selection, sampling, data collection and data
analysis.
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Participant selection.
For this study, criterion sampling was utilized, as is traditionally employed in MET
(Finley et al., 2008; Gutman, 1982; Klenoksy et al., 2001; Reynolds & Gutman, 1988). Criterion
sampling is a purposeful sampling strategy which seeks to recruit participants who offer
information rich experiences (Savin-Badden & Major, 2012). It is through these experiences that
meaningful contributions can be made to research. The following criteria encompass the
participant focus for this study:
1) The individual (male and/or female) must currently be attending an OUA institution and
have played on the school’s varsity hockey team.
2) The individual must have previously attended an NCAA institution and must have been
a member of their associated varsity hockey team.
For this study, approximately 25 individuals were identified as relevant participants for
this study. These individuals were identified using a combination of two databases,
elitetprospect.com and hockeydb.com, as well as a review of each OUA hockey teams’ website,
specifically their roster page. These resources were utilized to review individuals’ athletic and
collegiate sport history. Individuals who were identified as having played in the NCAA, and then
U Sports were noted and recorded. This identified population included potential participants
from 12 different OUA schools.
Although the identified population indicates potential participants across U Sports, due to
the high number of participants located in the OUA, in addition to the limitations of the
researcher, this study was limited to the Ontario conference. A snowball sampling method was
enacted to identify any individuals not located in the researcher’s initial search; snowball
sampling is a sampling method usually utilized to access hard to find populations (Savin-Badden
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et al., 2012). In the context of this study, it was utilized to locate potential participants through
recommendations or insights of existing participants.
Sampling procedure.
As identified by Savin-Badden et al. (2012), no rules govern the number of participants a
qualitative study must contain. Rather, participant numbers are determined based on the study
itself and its guiding framework. Here, a total sample of 12 individuals (6 males and 6 females)
was achieved. Although no existing literature has clearly defined the target sample of a meansend study, through an exhaustive literature review, a sample size of 12 was justified considering
its representation of the total population (Finley & Fountain, 2008; Klenosky et al., 2001;
Reynolds & Gutman 1988).
Recruiting strategies.
Recruitment of participants for this study begin in early 2017 after approval from the
researcher’s thesis committee and the Brock University Research Ethic Board (REB). The two
ways in which potential participants were recruited included establishing communication, both in
person and via social media. Twenty-five potential participants were originally contacted using a
letter of invitation (see Appendix C) through various social media platforms including Facebook
and LinkedIn. Of the 25 originally contacted, only five responded or expressed interest in
participation. Of the 20 potential participants to not reply, the researcher followed up with six of
them, in person, following OUA varsity games. These individuals were approached in public; the
researcher clearly identifying themselves and the research study. After meeting in person and
exchanging contact information, all six of these potential participants agreed to participate.
Additionally, one of these six potential participants identified a teammate who might also be
interested in participating, as they also fit the necessary criteria for inclusion in the study.
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Through a meeting brokered by the initial participant, this newly identified individual agreed to
participate as well.
Data collection.
Semi-Structured interviews were utilized as the primary collection method for this
research. Interviews in qualitative research are essentially a conversation between two people,
researcher and participant, that is crafted to elicit responses relevant to the research topic at hand
(Savin-Baden et al., 2012). Semi-structured interviews offer the researcher the opportunity to
rely on a partial script to begin and guide the interview. However, it leaves room for further
exploration of emergent themes and issues as identified by the researcher (Savin-Baden et al.,
2012). Given the researcher’s relative inexperience in conducting interviews, this offered the
advantage of a template to fall back on while still allowing room for growth and maturity of the
content beyond the limits of a fully structured interview. The laddering technique was the
primary tool in development of these semi-structured interviews. While interviews began in a
semi-structured fashion, as the interviews progressed, and key themes began to emerge, the
interview took on a more structured format as outlined by the laddering technique. Details
surrounding laddering are outlined in the following section.
Laddering.
The laddering technique requires researchers to guide the respondent up the ladder of
abstraction during an in-depth, one-on-one structured interview (Reynolds & Gutman, 1988).
Initially developed and established in the field of psychology in the late 1960s, laddering has
since evolved to fields such as marketing, advertising, information technology and organizational
management (Veludo-de-Oliveira, Ikdea & Campomar, 2006). Its first application in the field of
consumer decision making came from the work of Reynolds and Gutman (1998) and has since
become the primary method associated with a MET study (Phillips & Reynolds, 2009). As noted
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by Veludo-de-Oliveira et al. (2006), this is due to the fact that laddering is particularly effective
in research that elicits hierarchal constructs, as can be seen in the outputs of a MET study. This
hierarchal construct or network is created by using a bottom-up process of questioning that
begins with questions about lower-level attributes and ends with questions to uncover the
higher–level values (Phillips & Reynolds, 2009). Two streams of laddering exist and are divided
into hard and soft techniques (Phillips & Reynolds, 2009). Hard laddering refers to methods
which utilize surveys as a means of data collection. In this case, participants must choose from a
list of words prepared by the researcher to answer a variety of “why is that important to you”
questions. Each of these questions is crafted to elicit a connection to a different stage of
abstraction. Although hard laddering allows for more data to be analyzed, by not allowing
participants to use their own words in their answers, the potential for new themes to emerge is
limited (Phillips & Reynolds, 2009). Soft laddering on the other hand, refers to methods which
utilize interviews as a means of data collection and allows for deeper levels of analysis (Phillips
& Reynolds, 2009). For this study, soft laddering was utilized as it allowed for themes to emerge
naturally from respondents, as they were unrestricted in the way they were able to expresses
themselves. Furthermore, as effective laddering is predicated on the fact that the targeted
consumers have recently made their consumption decision regarding the product/service at hand,
this study focused on student-athletes who have transferred from the NCAA in the past two
years.
Typically, laddering interviews begin with a question directing respondents to list all of
the products/services they considered when making their consumption choice (Klenosky et al.,
2001, Finley et al., 2008). From this list of products/services, a further question focused on
eliciting a respondent’s personal distinctions between products/services used to justify their
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selection of a product from others (Phillips & Reynolds, 2009). This distinction is usually
predicated on tangible attributes or qualities that pertain to these products/services (Phillips &
Reynolds, 2009). These attributes are then the focus of further probing questions aimed at
advancing the participants level of thought up the ladder of abstraction to benefits and personal
values (Reynolds & Gutman, 1988)
In the context of this study, interviews occurred at a time that was identified as
convenient by the participant. Six interviews were conducted in person, while four were
conducted over the phone and two were conducted via Skype. Interviews that were conducted in
person occurred both at a local hockey arena as well as on a university campus. Specifically, the
areas in which these interviews were conducted were usually quiet spaces to encourage reflection
and introspection from the participant, as recommended by Reynolds and Gutman (1998). Due to
the nature of the hockey arena in which some interviews were conducted this space was not
always available. The interviews that were conducted via Skype or over the phone, participants
were asked to retreat to a quiet space however, these environments could not be guaranteed by
the researcher as they were not physically present to review the surroundings.
To begin each interview participants were asked a series of qualifying questions such as
“what school did you previously attend in the NCAA?”, “how long did you attend that school?”,
and “what school do you currently attend?”. Following these initial questions, participants were
then asked, “When deciding upon which school to attend when leaving the NCAA, what factors
set your current school apart from the others you considered?”. Following the participant’s
response, probing questions such as “Why/how is that important to you?” were utilized to guide
participants from each specific attribute(s) identified in their original answer, to their associated
benefit(s). This probing process was then repeated to guide participants from the identified
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benefit to their associated personal values. Probing ended when all the attributes identified by a
participant were linked to a personal value, or a personal value could not be identified for an
attribute or benefit. All interviews were recorded with a digital audio device and field notes were
taken during the interview process. Interviews ranged between 12 minutes and 66 minutes, with
the average time being 25 minutes.
Interview Preparation/Materials
To ensure the researcher was prepared to conduct the laddering interviews, as well as
capable of handling the data produced from them, a variety of steps were taken before and during
the process. All potential participants were provided with a letter of invitation, and all final
participants were provided with an informed consent form (Appendix D) prior to the start of each
interview. All participants were provided with a copy of the informed consent form before each
interview and instructed to review it themselves. The forms were then reviewed again by the
researcher with the participant to ensure that all details were understood and noted. In the
instance were interviews took place in person, the informed consent forms were signed by the
participant and collected by the researcher. However, in the cases where interviews took place
via skype or over the phone, the researcher reviewed the form in detail and obtained verbal
consent before commencing the interview.
As mentioned in the previous section, all 12 interviews were audio recorded. The audio
recordings were recorded via the researcher’s password protected iPhone 6S, using the Voice
Memo application. This application was tested ahead of time to ensure it would accurately and
clearly capture the conversation elicited from the interview process. This application was used
for both in person interviews as well as interviews conducted via Skype. In the instances where a
phone interview was conducted, the researcher’s MacBook Pro was utilized as the recording
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device via the same Voice Memo application. All 12 audio recordings produced from the
interviews were stored on the researcher’s password protected MacBook Pro in a secure file. A
second copy of these audio files were also kept on a USB drive kept in a locked drawer at the
researcher’s home.
As previously mentioned, detailed field notes regarding participants’ verbal and nonverbal communication were taken throughout the interview process. These field notes were used
throughout the interview to track emergent factors as well as to identify what level of meaning or
abstraction these factors represented to the participant (i.e. Attribute, Benefit or Personal Value).
Furthermore, the field notes were used in combination with the audio recording to aid the
researcher in the data analysis section, which will be discussed below.

Data Analysis
Upon completion of each interview the researcher transcribed the conversation captured
by associated audio recording verbatim. These transcripts and their copies were stored alongside
each audio file in their secure locations previously discussed. The interview process resulted in
59 “attribute – benefit – personal value” ladders being established, which equates to an average
of 4.9 ladders per participant.
Content analysis.
As described by Reynolds & Gutman (1998), a content analysis was performed as the
first stage of data analysis; this was a two-step procedure. The first step involved the researcher
identifying each factor produced in a ladder as either an attribute, benefit or personal value.
Initially, this analysis was conducted during the interview process; here the researcher relied on
their extensive review of MET literature (Reynolds & Gutman, 1988; Gutman, 1981; Klenosky
et al., 2001; Phillips & Reynolds, 2009; Veludo-de-Oliveira et al., 2009), as well as their
experience as a student-athlete to help guide their understanding of each level of abstraction.
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This analysis was then completed again after each interview using the detailed field notes and
transcripts produced to further support the establishment of each code as either an attribute,
benefit or personal value. Once this was completed, the second step was to establish content
codes for each factor based on key words or phrases that arouse during the transcription process
(Klenosky et al., 2001; Reynolds & Gutman, 1988). Some of the content codes to arise included:
location, community, comfort, and fun. After the initial development of these codes, a discussion
was held with members of the research committee to ensure the accuracy of the codes
established.
Structural analysis.
The next stage of data analysis was to complete a structural analysis; this was done
through the creation of an implication matrix (Reynolds & Gutman, 1988). Once all the factors
had been coded, an aggregate level implication matrix was developed to identify the existing
relationships between all of the coded factors (Appendix E). Two forms of relationships
emerged, direct and indirect. As noted by Veludo-de-Oliveira et al. (2009) “Direct relations refer
to implicative relations among adjacent elements, whereas indirect relations refer to connections
among elements when there is another element between them” (p 634). For example, the
implication matrix developed through this study shows that attribute one (Coach) produced three
direct and one indirect relation to benefit four (Get Better), and that benefit four produced four
direct and four indirect relations to personal value 1 (Achievement). When reading the
implication matrix listed in appendix E, it is important to note that all factors that emerged
through interviews are represented and listed in the left-hand column, as well as the top row.
Factors in the left-hand column are those that connect up the so called “ladder of abstraction” to
the factor listed on the top row. The numbers in each cell, represent the total number of
relationships that emerged between the specific factors listed in the associated row and column.
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The number preceding the “:” indicated the total number of direct relationships, while the
number after the “:” indicated the total number of indirect relationships.
Once established, the implication matrix was used to create a Hierarchical Value Map
(HVM). An HVM is a visual representation of the aggregate or collective ladders established by
each participant. Circles and lines are used in this model, where circles indicate the various
codes, and lines represent the connection between the codes at each level of abstraction
(attributes to benefits and benefits to personal values). Depending on the number of respondents
to identify specific codes, some circles are larger than others. This is also true for the thickness
of each line, as it depends on the number of respondents to identify a connection between codes
(Klenosky et al., 2001).
The first step in the creation of an HVM is the selection of a cut-off point. This refers to
the minimum number of variables selected by the researcher in order to determine what
relationships the HVM displays (Gutman & Reynolds, 1988; Klenosky et al., 2001). This
variable depends on the context of each study; regarding the study at hand, the cutoff variable
was established as three. As outlined by Gutman & Reynolds (1988), it is typical that a cutoff of
four relations with 125 ladders will account for up to two thirds of all relationships among
factors. Given that 59 ladders, or approximately half of the 125 ladders outlined by Gutman &
Reynolds, were produced through the interview process, it was decided that a cutoff of three
relationships would produce an accurate and clear HVM. With this cut off established, two thirds
of all relationships established in the IM were expressed. These relationships are expressed on
the HVM as the lines connecting the various attributes, benefits and personal values. The thicker
the line, the stronger the relationship.
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Cluster analysis.
A cluster analysis was the final stage of analysis to be completed. This occurred after the
completion of the HVM and using the results produced from it, the dominate means end chains
were located. This was done through observation of which chain included the highest number of
respondents to identify with each code involved (Reynolds & Gutman, 1988). For example, the
most dominant chain to emerge was Academics (Attribute) – Get a good Job (Benefit) –
Achievement (Personal value).
Trustworthiness
Historically, validity and rigor are the two measurements used to establish reliability in
the results produced through a research study (Savin-Baden & Major, 2012). However, in the
field of qualitative research, these measures represent a divisive issue, as they do not fit within
the scope of a qualitative design. In an effort to establish accurate tools of reliability for the field
of qualitative research, Lincoln & Guba (1985) created four criteria for researchers to use in
order to determine results acceptable. These four criteria include: confirmability, dependability,
credibility, and transferability. Each of these criteria will be discussed below with respect to their
application to the present study.
Confirmability.
As outlined by Lincoln and Guba (1985), confirmability is utilized to ensure that the
results are in fact constructed from the data and that results could be replicated. In the context of
this study, confirmability was established through the use and maintenance of detailed field notes
(Savin-Baden & Major, 2012). These notes were recorded throughout the entire research process,
beginning before the interview process and maintained until the completion of the data analysis.
These notes were not only utilized to track verbal and nonverbal communication elicited
throughout the 12 interviews conducted, but they were also used to record all decisions made by
the researcher during the analysis of the data, including the rationale behind all coding.
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Dependability.
Similar to confirmability outlined above, dependability is used to ensure results are
replicable (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Again, the use of detailed field notes was utilized to ensure
dependability, as all decisions were tracked and recorded so as to allow for review of the process
(Savin-Baden & Major, 2012). These decisions included those made during data collection and
analysis and were referenced during the discussion and findings section of the research.
Credibility.
The third component of trustworthiness developed by Lincoln and Guba (1985) is that of
credibility. Credibility refers to the authenticity of the presented data, in comparison to the
original data provided by the participants. To establish credibility in this study, member checking
was utilized. Member checking allows for participants of the study to review, authenticate and
validate the data that was collected from them (Savin-Baden & Major, 2012). Here, all 12
participants were provided with a copy of their interview transcript, via email, prior to data
analysis occurring and encouraged to addresses any potential issues they may have. Of the 12
participants, all of them confirmed that the transcript was accurate and none of them provided
any additional feedback or requested any adjustments to their respective transcript.
Transferability.
The final criteria put forth by Lincoln and Guba is transferability, which refers to the
extent to which results of a study can extend beyond the specific cases outlined in the original
research (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). As outlined by Lincoln and Guba (1985), rich description is
key in correctly identifying transferability as it ensures all relevant details are highlighted. Rich
description was produced in the context of this study through the production of interview
transcripts as well as in the presentation of results and discussion. Quotes from participant
transcripts were utilized to establish and define the key attributes, benefits and personal values
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that student athletes consider when transferring from the NCAA to U Sports. The inclusion of
these quotations allows the reader to situation themselves in the shoes of the participants and
gain a personal understanding of the shared experience
Ethics
All participants in this study were required to fill out and sign a consent form prior to
their participation. A copy of this consent form can be seen in Appendix D. Furthermore,
participants were made fully aware of the aim and purpose of the study beforehand. Any
questions they had regarding the use of the information and data they provide was addressed in
depth and resolved. Although anonymity of participants cannot be guaranteed due to the
identifiability of their information and the necessity to include it in the study, all steps to keep
their identities confidential has been taken. Names of participants have not been used, and
pseudonyms were given. In addition, the names of the current and previous schools are not
mentioned in relation to their identity.
The development of this study has been crafted to follow the guidelines and criteria of the
Research Ethics Board (REB) of Brock University. Prior to conducting any field work relevant
to this research, an application was submitted to the REB. At this point in time a full review of
the study was be administered by the REB and all suggestions for improvements were considered
and applied. This study was considered a minimal risk project by the REB as its results can be
produced without causing any harm to the participants or adversely altering their daily lives.
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Chapter 4 Findings
In total, 12 interviews were conducted with hockey players who had transferred from the
NCAA to U Sports in the past two years. Of the 12 participants, six were female (50%) and six
were male (50%). Furthermore, 10 different NCAA and five different OUA schools were
represented in the sample. Seven of the athletes transferred from Division I schools, while five
transferred from Division III schools. This is important to consider as there is inherent difference
between these two divisions. For example, the overall standard of play in Division I is
considered greater than Division III and overall the athletic scholarship support in Division I is
traditionally much greater than Division III. It should be noted that of the 12 participants, 11
were currently playing hockey for their U Sports affiliated team at the time of the interview,
while one was no longer a member after having played the year before. For this study, the
individual was still included as it was determined that their experience of transferring schools
still represented the underlying phenomenon of the investigation. All 12 participants were
Canadians, with two holding dual citizenship.
Following the collection and analysis process outlined in the method section, six
attributes, ten benefits and five personal values were most often identified by participants. The
most commonly referenced attributes included: location (n=9), coach (n=8), opportunity (n=8),
academics (n=7), money (n=5), and team (n=5). The ten most commonly identified benefits
included: getting better (n=10), career progression (n=9), relationship (n=9), quality of life
(n=9), family (n=8), play at the next level (n=8), comfort (n=7), ice time (n=6), make an impact
(n=5). Finally, the five most identified personal values were those of achievement (n=23), fun
and enjoyment (n=12), belonging (n=11), security (n=6), and safety (n=5). Figure 2 illustrates
the HVM produced from the data analysis and showcases these key themes as well as the
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interconnected relationships that exist among them. A cut-off variable of three was established to
provide clarity, highlight the most salient aspects of the decision-making, and to eliminate
redundant relationships.

Figure 2: Hierarchal Value Map

Each of the themes illustrated above, as well as their interconnected relationships, will be further
explored and reviewed. To ensure a thorough and clear review of the findings, all themes will be
discussed as part of their dominant chains and in relation to their guiding personal value.
Safety
In this study, the personal value of “safety” was achieved through one distinct chain. This
chain began with the attribute of location and led to the benefit of seeing family more which,
ultimately, led to the value of safety. This chain and its relationship will be explored in detail
below.
attribute - location.
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The attribute of location was most often offered as a response by participants to the initial
question of, “What factors of your current institution set it apart from other institutions you were
considering?”. Specifically, the participants who described location as a factor in their decisionmaking process (n=9), referred to the location of their institution relative to their home. All nine
of these participants identified that it was important for them to choose a location that was close
to home. Furthermore, location was identified by four of the nine participants as their number one
reason for selecting their current institution. As Angela, stated “I didn’t even really look at other
schools. Just the fact that it was the closest university that I could get to [from home], that was
really the most important part.” Overall, location was identified by the greatest number of
participants as the most influential attribute in their decision-making process. When MEA probes
such as, “Why is location important to you?”, were utilized, participants identified the benefit of
family
benefit - family.
The benefit most often associated with the attribute of location was that of family (n=8).
This benefit was derived from location in two ways. First, because of location, participants could
either live at home or visit more often, therefore allowing them to see their family more. For
example, Julie described the difference between her NCAA and U Sports experience when she
noted, “The 10-hour drives, and the border time were so hard on me. The drives were just too
long … I could only go home at certain points.” When then discussing the importance of
proximity to home in relation to her current institution, Julie said “When I came here, its literally
straight highway driving for an hour and a half max, I can even go home for the day if I want!”
The second way in which this benefit was achieved was because of families being able to
attend more of the participant’s games. As Wayne described it, “I love it when my family comes
to watch. Obviously, if I go somewhere five or six hours away, they don’t. But, they come to
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every single game I play here.” In both instances, the advantages associated with location is
clearly connected to the ability to see their family. In the first case, it is associated with the
accessibility to home that is provided by proximity; in the second it is derived from the ability of
their family to watch and support them while they pursue their athletic endeavours. In either
case, the benefit of family was most often associated with the personal value of “safety”.
However, it should be noted that it was also seen to achieve the personal value of “sense of
belonging” as well. Its specific link to the former will be outlined below.
personal value - safety.
Overall the concept of safety, came from an emotional perspective rather than a physical
one. As described through the quotes and context provided in this chain it can be seen that the
value of safety meant “emotional safety” i.e. support when struggling with mental health or
stress, and not physical safety as would be associated with their physical well-being.
In total, the personal value of safety was noted by participants a total of five times, all of
which were derived from the initial attribute of location. Location was found to provide the
personal value of safety, as it allowed participants increased accessibility to family and the
opportunity to spend more time with them. This in turn achieved the value of safety, as
participants noted that family represented a safety for them. As described by Alexander “I live
with five other guys in a house of six and it gets a little hectic sometimes, even if they are my
best friends. Guys can be a little annoyed with each other so it’s nice to kind of take yourself out
of it and go home and relax and unwind.” This response was echoed by fellow participant
Angela, as she said “Yeah, having that safe space for sure, like I said, my mom and I are very
close, so her opinion is the most important thing in my life and whenever I have a problem or
whenever I’m even having trouble with school or work or hockey or anything, I know I can just
go home and talk to my mom…”.
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As illustrated by these two participants, the value provided by being close to home was
the feeling of a safe space to retreat to when needed. Indeed, all the participants indicating the
personal value of safety, noted that this was not achieved while attending their NCAA institution;
the distance from home made this safe space inaccessible on a regular basis. Overall, the chain
outlined in this section represents the most linear path, with only one theme illustrated at each
level of abstraction from attribute to personal value. The next personal value to be explored
below, security, offers another example of a direct path.
Security
Much like the personal value of safety, the value of security was achieved through one
direct chain. Beginning with the attribute of money, this then led to the benefit of quality of life,
before culminating in security. Again, similar to the chain developed under the personal value of
safety, this chain also provides two distinct perspectives within the benefit level. This chain and
the two perspectives will be explored in the subsequent section.
attribute - money.
When prompted with the question, “What factors of your current institution set it apart
from other institutions you were considering?” the attribute of money was identified by a total
of five participants. Of the five participants, two noted money as the primary attribute that drove
their decision-making to leave the NCAA. Here, the concept of money related to the value of
scholarships. As noted by Wayne “The big one was actually the money. I went down there on a
full scholarship, which I was on the first year, but it decreased after that.” This situation is one
that was common among other participants. Mario touched on his experience saying, “The
NCAA can only give out 18 full scholarships, and on a team of 28 that doesn’t add up to very
much per guy. It depends on how they split it up, so, I didn’t have that much, so I had to pay the
money...”.
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The concept of money also related to the ability of participants to earn an income while
attending a U Sports institution. Here, Angela noted, “… at home, in my time off I can work, I
waitress at a restaurant here in [city]…. it’s that extra spending money you can have.” Overall,
the attribute of money was identified by participants as a means to improve their quality of life,
this benefit will be discussed below.
benefit – quality of life.
The benefit of quality of life emerged in a total of nine chains (n=9) and directly stemmed
from the reduced tuition and living expenses of U Sports relative to the NCAA, as well as the
ability to earn an income outside of school. The financial comforts associated with U Sports
allowed participants to allocate the savings elsewhere, thus improving their quality of living. For
example, Wayne noted that the money he saved on tuition he was now able to be put towards
rent, food and bills. The ability to stretch their money further and do more things as a result was
something participants noted as an important psychological benefit. Mario said, “… here, you
know, you can afford a little more. Get some food on the road; you can do that kind of stuff.
You’re not always thinking about the money in the back of your head that your spending”.
Participants also noted the independence or “financial freedom” that came from the
reduction in tuition and living expenses. Interestingly, this independence was not noted in
relation to debt or student loans, but rather from their families and their previous dependence on
them to support them financially. Participants, such as Hayley, described the feeling of relief that
this independence created by stating “it was kind of nice to ease the burden from them (parents)
a bit”. This was a common theme that was expressed by participants as it was generally noted
that parents/guardians provided some degree of financial support that participants were
extremely grateful for. Multiple participants found it difficult to communicate but identified
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independence as a sense of wanting to give back to their families through their school choice
selection.
This independence also provided improved quality of life; participants expressed that they
felt “free” and able to enjoy their time more. When asked to elaborate on how the value of this
independence, Mark responded “It’s huge, it’s given me a lot more freedom. I wasn’t on a full
scholarship; I was on a partial one. I don’t know how to answer it, money is money. If you have
it, there is a lot more freedom than if you don’t and that makes thing a lot more difficult.” In both
instances reviewed above, reinvestment of savings and independence, participants clearly
indicated the overall improvement to their quality of life as a result of reduced expenses and
improved access to work and income. In either case both experiences discussed by participants
culminated in the personal value of security.
personal value - security.
While there may be some confusion when discussing the difference between the personal
values of safety and security, in the context of this study security referred to a sense of
confidence or peace of mind obtained through financial means. As The personal value of security
was identified in a total of six chains and was seen to be linked exclusively to the attribute of
money and the benefit of quality of life. Individuals described the value of security in association
with releasing their family from the heavy financial burden that accompanied their NCAA tuition
and living expenses. While some student-athletes indicated that they had received either a partial
or full scholarship, they still described the pressure they felt they placed on their family by
attending an American institution. In these cases, participants felt the financial support provided
by the school was not enough to cover their full living expenses and tuition. Participants who
came from single income families, particularly noted the financial security they felt in reducing
their expenses by transferring to a U Sports institution. For Example, Bobby said “my mom’s a
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single mom and me and my brother both go to post-secondary, so it’s hard for her to help us out
with expenses and whatnot. So, the financial part, we don’t really have that much money to
begin with.”
In other cases, participants noted the security they felt personally, through the savings
incurred by their transfer. These previously accounted for funds, now became discretionary
income that participants could allocate to other aspects of their life (accommodations, meals,
entertainment etc.). As noted by Wayne “the money that I was paying in tuition there, I now use
here to pay rent, pay food and like all my living expenses.” Additionally, it meant they did not
have to further leverage themselves by extending loans with banks or other lending institutions.
Respondents noted this security as very important as they felt it allowed them to better focus on
other aspects of their life.
The personal value of security, and its chain, represented one of the more direct sections
of the HVM. Transitioning to the more complex personal values, sense of belonging will be
reviewed and discussed below.
Sense of Belonging
The personal value of belonging was seen to be achieved through three distinct chains. In
the first chain the attribute of team leads to the benefit of relationship and culminates in sense of
belonging, and in the second chain the attribute of coach leads to the benefit of comfort, which
precedes the personal value of sense of belonging. In the third and final chain the attribute of
location leads to the benefit of family and again culminates in the personal value of sense of
belonging. As the attribute of location and the benefit of family have already been reviewed
above in detail under the section discussing safety, only the connection between these factors
will be reviewed, while the first two chains will be outlined in greater detail.
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attribute - team.
The attribute of team was identified by a total of five participants when asked what set
their current U Sports institution apart from the others they considered? Team was identified in
relation to the roster composition, or simply concerning the other individuals on the team (N=5).
Here, Bobby. “One of the biggest factors was I knew a guy on the team already. It was a big
thing just because I played with him before; good buddies”. This experience was also shared by
Gordon, who noted “in addition to the community and academics obviously, I had four friends
on the hockey team as well, so, I really wanted to make sure I was somewhere I had a little foot
in the door getting to know the guys”. As seen in the HVM, and alluded to in the participants’
comments above, the attribute of team led to the benefit of relationships.
benefit - relationship.
Relationship was one of the most commonly identified benefits among participants
(N=9). When prompted to expand on why “team was important”, participants explained it was
because they wanted to be part of an environment where they felt positive relationships could be
built. In some instances, as outlined above by Bobby and Gordon, these relationships were preexisting, while other participants were simply looking to create new ones. Coming from the
perspective of finding a team that offered existing relationships, Gordon noted, “I had no
problem going somewhere new, but I knew the friends that I had on the team were amazing,
lifelong friends that I played with growing up. It was really awesome to be with them again”. On
the other hand, Hilary’s decision stemmed from looking to develop new relationships, not
necessarily choosing a team with pre-existing relationships but selecting one that had a dynamic
she felt could foster these relationships: “Just liking the kind of environment and those kinds of
people because we all have the same mindsets. It’s nice to be understood by everyone and have a
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family environment somewhere away from home.” While the examples come from different
perspectives, when asked to expand on why these relationships were important to them,
individuals noted that it was this sense of belonging that they desired, and they felt these
relationships provided. Before addressing sense of belonging as a personal value, the second
chain in this section will be explored.
attribute - coach.
The attribute of coach was identified by a total of eight participants and appeared in a
total of eight chains. Coach represented the second most popular attribute to be named by
participants (tied with opportunity). In this study, two main perspectives of this attribute arose:
ability, and familiarity. While some participants discussed the head coach/coaching staff in
regard to their ability and skills, others noted the existing comfort or familiarity they had with the
coach. In both instances, this attribute was a strong influence on the student-athletes’ school
choice selection.
Regarding the first perspective, ability, participants often referenced the coach’s success
and ability to develop players as an important factor in their decision. When asked to elaborate,
Hilary said, “For me, that meeting with (coach) showed the way she was resonating with me in
the sense that we were both on the same page and she wants to improve us and improve the
team.” This perception of the coach and their ability to develop and improve players was shared
by Angela, although she also noted the ability of coaches to develop people as important as well,
“He was supportive, that’s for sure. He is not only on the ice, but he is always making sure we
are doing well in school and making sure our grades are up which is a big thing”. Overall three
athletes shared this perception of the coach attribute.
The second perspective of coach to be discussed by participants, was related to the
familiarity or relationship that the participants already had with the coach. In these cases,
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participants noted how their familiarity with the coach was an important factor in their school
choice selection. While in some instances this familiarity was based on a pre-existing
relationship, in others this familiarity simply grew through recruitment or from word of mouth.
When asked to elaborate on why the coach was important in the selection of her current
institution, Hayley said, “He called me right away and said you have to come play for me. I had
always kind of known him as a dad, a coaching dad, so I already knew how he is and
everything.” Mario also noted the familiarity he felt with the coach as an important influence on
his decision, however, unlike Hayley this was not rooted in a long-term relationship; rather it
developed through a recruitment meeting before Mario left for the NCAA. “You know, I talked
to (coach) before I left for the NCAA and you know he told me if I ever came back there would
be a spot for you here; and I liked him.”. He further elaborated to say, “I didn’t like my coach (in
the NCAA) so I wanted to go play for someone that I felt would give me the proper
opportunity”. In both of these cases, the level of familiarity differed, but both described that
level of familiarity as important in their decision-making process.
Unsurprisingly, as there are two dominate perceptions of this attribute, there are also two
distinct sets of benefits associated with it; each leading to a different personal value. For this
section, the associated benefit of comfort will be discussed and outlined below, while the
associated benefit of getting better will be highlighted in the subsequent section on achievement.

benefit - comfort.
The benefit of comfort was identified by six participants and occurred in a total of seven
chains. The benefit of comfort was directly proceeded by the attribute of coach, as this
relationship represented one of the more direct in the study. Participants who noted the benefit of
comfort related it to the familiarity they felt with their coaches or coaching staff. As noted by
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Wayne, a factor that he considered when making his decision was a coach, “that I felt
comfortable with”. He further noted the importance of feeling comfortable with his coaches as he
stated “he is your coach, but you also want to be able to talk to them and talk about things. I was
probably closer to our assistant coach last year and it’s just a comfort level.” The value of having
a coaching staff that offered a sense of comfort was also discussed by Angela as she stated, “He
is supportive that’s for sure. He is not only on the ice, but he is always making sure we are doing
well in school and making sure our grades are up which is a big thing.”
Overall, the benefit of comfort was seen to directly precede the personal value of sense of
belonging. In this specific chain, it was seen that coaches who were able to make their athletes
comfortable, were then able to satisfy their desire for a sense of belonging. Sense of belonging in
the context of this chain, as well as the previous, will be discussed below.
benefit - family.
The benefit of family and its preceding attribute of location were previously discussed
and outlined in the section discussing the personal value of safety. As alluded to in the
conclusion of that section, this specific chain of location to family also elicited a fulfillment of
the personal value of sense of belonging.
In total, three participants noted a direct connection between the benefit of family and the
personal value of sense of belonging. In this context participants felt the concept of family
represented the idea of being home and being able to be around their loved ones. When
describing why the attribute of location and the benefit of family was important to her, Julie
noted that in the past her inability to be home for major events made her feel disconnected from
her family, “especially in my second year (in the NCAA), my cousin had a baby boy…but I
missed his baptism, I missed his birth and I missed a lot of stuff. I didn’t want to miss anymore
family time like that…”. However, here Julie notes that because of her transfer to an institution
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closer to home, she can now engage in these events, “My cousin just had a kid now. His baptism
is during exams, but I actually get to be home and be there for that now”. The value of being able
to be around family more and engage in family events/activates clearly fulfilled the participants
sense of belonging, as they were now able to integrate directly back into their families and not
have to worry about distance effecting their ability to do so.

personal value - sense of belonging.
Sense of belonging was identified by a total of five participants and appeared in11 chains.
Simply put, athletes who felt a sense of comfort with their coach and their surroundings during
their recruitment felt a greater sense of belonging within their institution. As noted by Wayne
“that’s exactly it [belonging], because your team, you want to feel like a family; you’re with the
guys every day and the coaches are a part of that as well”. Furthermore, athletes felt a greater
sense of belonging when attending institutions closer to home, as it meant that they could see
their family and engage with them more. As noted by Gordon “this way I can be so close to
home, and I care about my family so much. I just want to be around them as much as I can”.
Moving onto the chain comprised of “team, relationship”, sense of belonging was again
identified as the guiding personal value. By surrounding themselves with a team whose dynamic
they felt could create positive relationships, participants felt a sense of belonging in this
community. As outlined by Gordon, “I just really remember all those memories we (friends) had
together, so it was like a guarantee that I was going to have that again in my eyes, so that was
comforting.” Alexander also noted the importance of feeling a sense of belonging with this team
and its surroundings even before he decided to transfer. When speaking about his visits to his
current school he said, “I found when I moved my sister here, and whenever I was here with my
friends, I got familiar with it without even going here”. He further stated “It just made for a
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smooth and easy transition when I realized all my friends went here. Obviously, it made it a lot
more fun being able to go to the rink and class with all your best friends.” Although just one
example, Alexander’s situation provides an apt generalization of the experience other
participants identified as well. Additionally, Alexander’s quote also touches on the next personal
value to be outlined below, the concept of fun and enjoyment as a guiding personal value.

Fun and Enjoyment
The personal value of fun and enjoyment was linked to one distinct chain in this study
and represents one of the most direct sections of the HVM. This chain was composed of
opportunity (attribute) and ice time (benefit). Interestingly, although it was the lone chain that
lead to fun and enjoyment, it was the second most identified personal value as it appeared in a
total of 12 chains. Exploring the foundation of the chain, the attribute of opportunity will be
discussed first.
attribute – opportunity.
Opportunity was identified by slightly more than half of the participants as an attribute
they considered when selecting their current institution over others. When asked what drew
Mario to his current institution over the others he considered he said, “I wanted to go play for
someone that I felt would give me the proper opportunity.” Julia also noted the importance of
choosing an institution that would present an opportunity, as she noted “Another big factor was
somewhere I could play hockey and where I could start right away… I knew (institution) was not
a strong team so I knew I could get playing time there”.
In total, eight chains were seen to begin from this attribute. Opportunity was noted by
participants in two main ways. First, some noted opportunity relative to ice time and the ability
to play more, as noted by Julie above, while others saw opportunity in specific roles throughout
the lineup. While the latter will be discussed further in subsequent sections, the perception of
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opportunity as far as ice time is the main benefit in the context of this chain. This was the benefit
that was most often elicited as a response by participants when asked why opportunity was
important to them.
benefit - ice time.
The benefit of ice time was noted by a total of five participants and appeared in six total
chains. Participants who noted ice time, were specifically referring to enhanced ice time, or the
ability to secure more playing time. As noted by Mark, he felt ice time was an important factor in
his decision, especially as he transferred from a school that offered him very little playing time.
“Practicing every week and then watching games on the weekend; I don’t know if anyone enjoys
that. It happens and it’s part of the game, but it’s definitely not something you want to do
weekend after weekend.” The prospect of securing added ice time and its importance was also
noted by Julie and how she used it to distinguish between schools she was considering. She
explained how she reviewed each school on her list and factored in where she saw herself on that
depth chart, and the corresponding minutes it would secure her. “So (institution 1) I knew I could
kind of sit in the stands in the first year and not get as much playing time. So, they were kind of
like, not as well in my books. At (institution 2) the coach didn’t want to commit and said I was
going to be the seventh defensemen…and (institution 3) wasn’t a strong team, so I knew I could
potentially get more playing time there.” Overall, the benefit of ice time was seen to directly
precede the personal value of fun and enjoyment.
personal value – fun and enjoyment.
Fun and enjoyment was noted as a significant driving factor in their school choice selection
in 12 total participant chains. In this context, it was seen that participants sought out institutions
that offered the opportunity for playing time, as they associated more playing time with more fun
and enjoyment. As stated by Julie “I know I wanted to play right away, and I knew if I was going
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to sit on the bench I wouldn’t be happy. I didn’t want to continue to be unhappy, I wanted to go
to hockey happy.” Mark also noted the importance of having fun while playing hockey by
saying, “I just think playing while you’re at school makes it a lot more enjoyable, you feel like
you’re part of something rather than just going to school, going to class and going home”. While
both Mark and Julie noted the importance of being happy and enjoying hockey, the most apt
summary of this chain comes from Wayne who said simply, “I just like to play, and I want as
much ice as I can get. I like putting up points; it’s fun.”
Overall, fun and enjoyment was identified by participants as a significant factor in their
school choice selection. The only personal value to be identified in more participant chains was
sense of achievement. This value, and its various chains will be reviewed next.
Sense of Achievement
While sense of achievement was the most identified personal value, appearing in a total
of 23 chains, it also proved to display the most complex set of chains in this study. A total of
three attributes and four different benefits compose its various chains. The three attributes
associated include academics, opportunity, and coach, while the benefits include getting better,
playing at the next level, making an impact, and career progression. All these attributes and
benefits will be reviewed in detail below as part of their specific chain. The chain composed of
academics (attribute) and career progression (benefit) will be discussed first.
attribute - academics.
While academics was noted seven times as an attribute that participants identified, it is
the foundation of the most direct chain to sense of achievement. Half of the participants (n=6)
noted academics as an important factor in their school choice selection. When asked what set her
current institution apart from the others that she considered, Julie responded by saying “I was
really looking more for the program in general; how good their accounting program was.” A
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similar perspective was shared by multiple participants including Mark and Cassie. For example,
Mark said “For me, personally, school’s really important because you’re not going to be able to
play hockey until your 50-60 years old, unless you’re Jagr.” Cassie stated, “…I was looking at
academics. School was like… it needed to be good with academics and one that you would be
able to recognize.”
Participants also noted the role that transferability of their program played in their
decision. Participants generally preferred schools where their credits could transfer over and they
would not be “set back” when transferring schools. When asked to elaborate on this Hayley said,
“So if I were to transfer to another school that didn’t have the program that I wanted, then I’m
pretty sure I would have had to start almost all over. I really didn’t want to do that, especially
already being in university for three years. No one wants to start over.” The idea of their existing
hard work carrying over was something important to participants. In all cases, when asked
participates noted career progression as the benefit associated with not falling behind.
benefit - career progression.
As outlined above, the benefit most often associated with academics was that of career
progression (n=9). While participants noted it was important to continue pursuing hockey, most
understood their limited opportunity to pursue it as a legitimate career. Therefore, when
referencing “career” with these participants, it was discussed about their future outside of
hockey. As stated by Cassie, “Well I want to get into being a police officer when I’m done…, the
job field is so competitive so if you can have just one up on someone, even if it is just the school
I attended, I would rather have that one up on someone than be out of luck”.
This perceived competitive edge over other future job applicants is something that was
also identified by Hilary. When asked why it was important for her to get into her desired
profession she stated,
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“It’s something that I have always wanted to do ever since high school, so if I put
myself in the right opportunities in order to give myself an edge on other applicants then I
think that’s the best thing to do in order to attain my goals.” Bobby also shared this thought
process, as he explained the value he saw in attending a school that could offer him multiple
career advancing opportunities. “So, basically, looking at the future and having a good job
and having an accredited program like (his current institution) that also has their Master’s
here. That’s another big one too, I can just stay here another year and do that (Master’s) if I
decided to.”
The idea of gaining a “competitive edge” did not only stem from academics and career
progression. Interestingly this theme also emerged in another chain stemming from the personal
value of achievement. Specifically, this chain was that of coach (attribute) and getting better
(benefit). As the attribute of coach was already discussed in the previous section regarding sense
of belonging, its associated benefit of getting better will be reviewed below.
benefit – getting better.
The benefit of getting better was identified by a total of eight participants and appeared in
a total of 10 chains. As previously discussed, the attribute of coach was seen to directly preceded
this benefit. Overall, the benefit of getting better was described by participants as their desire to
improve as players and as people. Therefore, athletes who noted the benefit of getting better
selected institutions that they felt they could develop or improve at. While some participants
noted this benefit to be achieved through other attributes (i.e. academics or opportunity) as
illustrated in the HVM, coach was the most dominant chain.
In some instances, this benefit was noted as the most influential in their school choice
selection. As noted by Angela, “I would rather go somewhere where I know I’m going to play
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and get better, so that was mainly the reason.” While the importance of this benefit varied for
other participants, most regarded it as a highly influential aspect. As stated by Wayne when
discussing this benefit, “Well, it’s huge to get better and maintain what you already have.
Obviously, the way sports are now, you have got to be in shape to continue having success.”
Here, Wayne was specifically referring to the ability to get better through working with his
institution’s strength and conditioning coach.
As alluded to in the introduction to this section, the chains that comprise the personal
value of sense of achievement are complex and do not always represent a typical laddering
relationship (i.e. attribute, benefit, personal value). Instead, this benefit does not precede a
personal value directly, but rather it precedes another benefit play at the next level. Interestingly,
the benefit of play at the next level is also elicited by another benefit, the benefit of make an
impact. Before discussing the next step in the chain, such as play at the next level, it is important
to understand the other benefit that preceded it.
benefit - making an impact.
Making an impact was identified as a benefit associated with the attribute of opportunity.
The benefit of making an impact was identified by a total of five participants and appeared in
five total chains. Making an impact was commonly referred to by participants as the opportunity
to step into a key role or act as a valued contributor within the team. For example, Hayley
discussed how she yearned for the opportunity to be depended on by teammates as a key player.
“others look up to… to win the game for them; that’s a good feeling sometimes.” Wayne also
noted the importance he saw in having an opportunity to be a contributing member of the team,
saying, “I wanted to go to a team that I could help win. I wanted to be a difference maker.”
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As previously mentioned, unlike the other benefits discussed, making an impact does not
directly precede a personal value. Rather, it was seen to elicit another benefit, play at the next
level. This benefit will be discussed below.
benefit – play at the next level.
The benefit of playing at the next level was identified by a total of six participants and
appeared in a total of eight chains. Interestingly, rather than stemming directly from an attribute,
this benefit was preceded in its chains by two other benefits: making an impact and getting
better.
In the context of this study, the benefit of playing at the next level, represented different
outcomes to male and female participants respectively. Male participants noted the benefit of
playing at the next level, to reference the next stage in their career after collegiate hockey. From
their perception, the next level represented the progression of their career beyond school. In this
case, this benefit influenced their school choice selection as they selected a school they believed
could prepare them for their next step in their hockey career. As stated by Mark, “hockey is still
something I enjoy doing, so if there is any chance of me going to the next level and making
somewhat of a career out of it, even if it’s just a couple years, it would be worth the experience”.
Here, Mark is referring to a career in hockey after school a professional or semi-professional
setting. When Alexander was asked why it was important for him to play at the next level, he
responded, “I think any opportunity where you get to do something you love for a living, for at
least a little bit of time, is something that I definitely want to pursue.” Again, this specific
response notes the desire to pursue hockey after school.
While male participants viewed playing at the next level as the progression or transition
after school, female participants noted varsity hockey itself as “the next level”. Here, females
noted the lack of opportunities for women to pursue a career in hockey and therefore collegiate
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hockey represented the “next” or highest level they had available to them. As noted by Hilary,
“The dream is to get to the highest professional level you can in women’s hockey, which is
essentially collegiate athletes”. In this case, the benefit of playing at the next level influenced
female participants’ school choice selection as they sought institutions they felt offered the best
team or best opportunity to succeed at the collegiate level. As noted by Angela “I wanted to
make sure that if I was going to keep playing and spending all the money and do what others are
doing, I wanted to be the best that I could be and not waste it. “
In both instances, whether the perception of this benefit was male oriented (i.e. pursuing
the next level) or female oriented (U Sports being the next level), playing at the next level was
seen to directly precede the personal value of sense of achievement. This personal value and its
relation to its various chains, will be discussed and explored below.
personal value – sense of achievement.
Sense of achievement appeared in a total of 23 chains, and all but one participant had at
least one chain that led to this personal value. Beginning with the most direct chain, academics
and career progression, participants noted their desire to achieve success in their career as the
driving factor in selecting a school that offered benefits associated with career progression. For
example, Julie noted “I want to be independent right away once I get out. I want to start saving
money and investing in property. I want to start growing my business.” Furthermore, the
connection between the benefit of career progression and the personal value of achievement was
highlighted by Cassie, as she discussed her sense of achievement was not derived from achieving
her dream job, but rather from successfully completing the work that led to it. When asked to
expand on the value she associated with one day securing her dream job, she stated, “I think
becoming what I want to become, I will feel a lot more fulfilled if I feel I have done the work to
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get there.” She further elaborated by saying, “once you get that paper (degree) in the end, you’re
like – yes this is what your 4-5 years did”.
The second chain, comprised of sense of achievement (personal value) and play at the
next level (benefit), represented the culmination of various attributes and benefits. Overall, the
idea of playing at the next level provided a sense of achievement for athletes in two distinct ways.
First, some athletes felt that college/university hockey was the highest level they could reach,
and therefore by playing in the league they had already achieved their goal. As noted by Marie,
“There isn’t another level I could play at so it’s more developing to get my team to a
championship rather than getting to another level of hockey.” Hilary shared this perspective of U
Sports as the culmination of her career and expressed the achievement she felt by playing at this
level.
“You play against other women who have worked that hard as well. You all have the
same understanding that this is our NHL, and this is how you want to work as hard as you can
in order to get there and have that experience in life.”

On the other hand, some participants noted the sense of achievement provided by
attending their current institution was not the attainment of a goal, but rather the pursuit of it.
While some athletes noted their desire to pursue the next level of hockey after university, they
noted the journey or path they were on and their progression to their eventual goal as the sense of
achievement they felt. As stated by Ben, “It’s more the pursuit of making it. I mean, it would be
wicked to make money playing hockey but that’s not why I play the game.” A similar but
expanded view of this ideal was shared by Mark, as he described:
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“It all goes back to being successful and reaching those goals. Whether its winning
championships or playing at the next level. All those things build to that peak if your team’s
successful, then individuals are going to have a better shot of being successful on your own
and fulfilling whatever goals you have.”
Here the personal value of sense of achievement was touched on more, as Mark noted the
importance of success. Although he noted the importance of success at his current level (U
Sports) he also noted the effect it has moving forward and how current success can translate to
future success as you move forward on your journey to achieve your goals.
All the relationships established and illustrated by the HVM and discussed in detail above
represent an extremely intricate and nuanced web of attributes, benefits and personal values.
Although some chains discussed were direct and simple (i.e. safety) others, such as achievement
or belonging, represented very complex relationships. While the HVM provides an ideal visual
representation of these chains and relationships, it is important to further elaborate on the details
and nuances of these various themes. To truly understand the “why” that means end theory seeks
to find, you have to look beneath the surface and dig into the unique and rich detail that every
relationship is composed of. These themes, as well as their impact on the existing literature will
be explored and discussed in the subsequent chapter.
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Chapter 5 Discussion, Recommendations, Limitations, Future Research and
Conclusion
Discussion
The success of any service brand is contingent on its ability to establish an emotional
connection with its consumers (Berry, 2000). When this connection is fostered by a message that
also conveys quality and trust, this emotional tie is only strengthened. It is crucial though that
this message be deliberate to its target audience and capture the necessary characteristics/values
that they find important (Keller, 1993). A tremendous advantage is afforded to individuals who
can understand these characteristics/values, as they are able to better craft this initial message to
ensure a connection with consumers (Klenosky et al., 2001)
For university athletic directors, coaches and recruiters, their ability to attract and retain
elite athletes is contingent on their understanding of the key factors that influence athletes’
school choice selections. If they are better able to understand these factors and the attributes,
benefits and personal values that comprise them, then they will be more successful in their job.
Therefore, the focus of this study was to explore the influence of brand on the decision-making
process of student athletes transferring from the NCAA to U Sports. Furthermore, the findings of
this study were to be used to develop recommendations to improve the marketing and
recruitment tactics currently employed by U Sports staff tasked with attracting top tier athletes.
The foundation of this study is built on three research questions:
1. Reflecting on their current school, what are the specific attributes associated with
attending this school that led student-athletes to consider it more favourable than other
schools?
2. Reflecting on their current school, what are the benefits associated with attending this
school that led student-athletes to consider it more favourable then other schools?
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3. Reflecting on their current school, what are the personal values that led student-athletes
to consider this school more favourable than others?

Although unrelated to the three research questions listed above, one significant finding to
emerge from this study was the lack of connection between the U Sports brand, and the specific
brand of their individual institutions. At no point in any of the interviews with participants did
they note U Sports as an organization for their return to Canada, nor did they acknowledge any
impact its brand had on their selection of one school over another. Although Davis (2000) notes
that brand is “any and all interactions your organization has with the ultimate consumer, which
shapes their perception of the organization”, and therefore the unique brands of each member
institution would contribute to the brand of U Sports themselves, one could argue that it is still
critical that they maintain a distinctive brand themselves.
The findings of this study, as related to the research questions designed to guide the
research, support the idea that student-athlete school choice selection is heavily influenced by
individuals’ personal values and beliefs. Through the utilization of MET, the influence of
personal values, benefits and attributes displayed a significant impact on the final school choice
selection of student athletes. Additionally, while some athletes displayed multiple personal
values that influenced their decision making, dominant values were seen to be most influential
on their school choice selection, and in some instances, an institution satisfying one or two
personal values was enough to attract athletes even though various other values were not met or
satisfied.
Perhaps, most noteworthy of the general findings produced from this study is that
attributes and benefits are fluid, based on the overall guiding personal value. What this illustrates
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is that while certain personal values are more important to some athletes than others, there are
multiple ways to achieve these values. This is key for recruiters/coaches to keep in mind as they
craft their “sales pitch” to recruits. Understanding the different angles, they as recruiters/coaches
can leverage is important in presenting the right information to the athlete.
The personal value of achievement was the most noted personal value and highlighted by
numerous participants as the most impactful in terms of their school choice selection.
Interestingly, achievement was also noted as a dominant value in the study conducted by Finley
and Fountain (2008). Like their study, participants in this group noted the connection between
achievement and academics. In the case of the current study, the chain most dominate was that of
academics (attribute), career progression (benefit) and achievement (personal value). Here,
athletes indicated it was important for them to select a school that could provide them with the
best opportunity for future career success, either through superior education or networking
opportunity/Co-ops. Athletes felt that by securing a strong academic foundation they would be
poised for future career achievement. Interestingly, of the factors highlighted above, many are
also noted as highly influential in the study conducted by Chard and Potwarka (2017). In their
study of school choice selection of athletes attending a single Canadian university, it was found
that factors associated with academic program were the most influential in school choice
selection. Of these factors associated with academic program, three of the four related to the
factors expressed in the chains established in this study. These factors being degree leading to a
good job, academic reputation of the school, and school offering desired academic program.
While not connected to the personal value of achievement, a study conducted by Gross et
al. (2006) also noted that academics was an extremely influential factor on student athletes
school choice selection. The connection between academics and achievement however is well
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noted, as multiple studies have found the value of achievement to be the motivating factor behind
the importance placed on academics (Chard & Potwarka, 2017; Popp et al.,2011; Finley &
Fountain, 2008; Klenosky et al., 2001).
In the current study, participants also noted that the personal value of achievement was
fulfilled through the benefits of playing at the next level. In some instances, athletes noted that U
Sports was the “next level” in their mind - this being their ceiling. Other athletes however, noted
how U Sports was their means of reaching the next level, a stepping stone of sorts. Interestingly,
the latter perspective was shared by participants in a study conducted by Edwards and
Washington (2015) as they also noted the importance of playing at the next level. In this current
study, playing at the next level was most directly associated to the attribute of “coach”; the
second most identified attribute by participants. The sheer number of participants to cite coach as
an influencing factor on their school choice, as well as how influential participants regarded the
role of coach, clearly indicated it was one of the most important factors overall. Various other
studies cite similar results, as the importance of the head coach is commonly identified across
this area of literature as a key influencing factor (Klenosky et al., 2001; Letawsky et al., 2003;
Crowley, 2004; Goss et al., 2006; Treadway et al., 2014).
Next to sense of achievement, the personal value of fun and enjoyment was seen to be the
second most influential on school choice selection within this group of student athletes. In this
study, fun and enjoyment was linked to the attribute of opportunity via the benefit of ice time. In
this specific chain, it is clear that participants looking to satisfy the personal value of fun and
enjoyment was most influenced by post-secondary institutions that could provide them with the
most playing time. A study conducted by Crowley et al. (2004) supports this concept, as their
participant pool also noted playing time as an important factor. In the case of Crowley et al.
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(2004) it was in fact seen to be the most important factor. Interestingly, this is further supported
by the findings of Johnson et al. (2003) as their study found that lack of playing time led to
athletes transferring from institutions. While not a direct confirmation of the results of this study,
it serves to highlight the overall importance of game time, as well as fun and enjoyment, on
student athlete school selection. Not only is it important in their school choice selection, but it
must also be maintained throughout their tenure otherwise athlete retention is at risk. This is an
extremely important concept for recruiters to be cognizant of in how they position and maintain
their brand in the mind of student athletes.
Sense of belonging was the third most identified personal value in this study and is the
best example of a personal value being satisfied via multiple chains. Unlike the personal value of
fun and enjoyment that showed playing time as the key to satisfying this value, belonging could
be satisfied either by the coach making them feel comfortable, the development of strong
relationships with their team, or the location of the institution providing them the ability to visit
their family more often or even have their family attend games throughout the year. It is
important to note that all three of these benefits identified in the sense of belonging are themes
that have been identified as critical in previous literature. Perhaps, most notable is the benefit of
location, as various studies have shown this to be a key influencer in the school choice selection
of student athletes (Crowley, 2004; Finley & Fountain 2008; Gonzalez, Mesanza & Mariel,
2010; Klenosky et al., 2001). Coach and team dynamic were also highlighted in existing
literature as strong influences on school choice selection, some even noting coach relationship as
the most important Goss et al., 2006; Klenosky et al., 2001; Treadway et al., 2014).
Two outliers to this precedent are the personal values of security and safety. In these
instances, it was seen that these values were satisfied through very direct and immediate chains.
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In the case of security, this value was seen to be satisfied through the attribute of money and the
benefit of quality of life. While in some instances money achieved the benefit of quality of life
through savings (i.e. cheaper tuition or living expenses), others achieved it through the sense of
independence they experience as a result of no longer having to count on the financial support of
family or other institutions (banks) to get by. In either instance, the satisfaction of security can be
traced to one attribute. This is supported by the results produced in the study conducted by
Finlay and Fountain (2008), as they also noted that scholarship support, or money, was the
primary attribute in association with security.
The personal value of safety offers an example of an even more direct chain, as only one
attribute and benefit were most relevant to the satisfaction of this value. While this would seem
to imply that some attributes are more structured in how they can be satisfied, this researcher
would argue that this simply means there are less resources overall that can elicit this level of
satisfaction. For example, the concept of sense of belonging is a much broader ideal than that of
safety. Sense of belonging could connect to various factors such as relationship, family, comfort,
coach, team etc. safety is much narrower in its scope, and primarily connects to factors such as
environment and family. Therefore, its chain would be inherently more linear due to the limited
factors that can contribute to its fulfillment. This ties into the ideas presented by Gutman (1982),
who suggested products/services can be divided by more than just class type but can also be
divided or categorized by function as well. He further suggested some products/services offer a
wider range of functions than other. As seen in the case of the personal values of safety and fun
and enjoyment, some personal values can be achieved through a wider variety of associated
functions than others.
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As illustrated through the findings of this study, personal values can be served through
various chains of benefits and attributes. What this illustrates is that while certain personal values
are more important to some athletes than others, there are multiple ways to satisfy these values.
Athletes in this study motivated by the personal value of achievements may follow two different
paths to satisfy this personal value. This is key for recruiters/coaches to keep in mind as they do
not have to limit their recruiting tactics when approaching an athlete. If they are aware that their
institution cannot achieve a personal value through one chain, they can instead discuss its
achievement through another. For example, if an athlete has expressed that they place great value
on achievement, but a coach knows this may not be achieved through their team, they can instead
pitch the culmination of achievement through the institution’s academics. This idea will be
explored further in the subsequent section, where the potential knowledge transfer from study
will be discussed.
Recommendations for Industry Practitioners
As the brand of U Sports continues to grow and develop after their recent rebrand, the
level of competition among its various institutions will only continue to rise. As stated by
Gutmann et al. (1981) the ability to positively influence consumers is something that becomes
more valuable to organizations when they exist in markets that are rife with competition.
Utilizing the findings of this study, U Sports and their member institutions can better craft and
develop their marketing and recruitment plans to attract top athletes.
Of the key findings discussed above, the lack of connection between the U Sports brand
and the brand of its member institutions severs as arguably the most pertinent take away for U
Sports as an organization. This disconnect was evidenced through the lack of connection
participants made between their member institution and U Sports as an entity. Without a unified
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brand, U Sports placed the pressure solely on their respective members to cultivate, develop and
manage their own brands. By working with their members and supporting their efforts to develop
a strong and favourable brand U Sports would stand to gain considerable brand equity. The
stronger each individual organization brand is, the stronger the collective brand of U Sports is. A
review of their existing marketing strategy should be undertaken to see why this current
disconnect is occurring. Conceivably a revised marketing approach that aimed to highlight the
brands of the collective membership, rather than the individual brand of U Sports, may help to
achieve this. For example, rather than produce content that says what U Sports “is”, produce
content that highlight the strengths of various institutions within U Sports. By doing this, a more
direct connection is made in the minds of the consumer between each institution and U Sports as
a whole.
Perhaps the group with the most practical implications from this study is the coaches, or
head coach. As outlined above, coaches were noted to be one of the most influential actors
involved in student athlete school choice selection. Understanding the importance of their role
and leveraging it properly can create tremendous opportunity. By developing their message to
recruits around the key personal values that motivate them, coaches can position their institution
atop the list of potential schools the recruits are considering. For example, if the personal value
of achievement is identified by the coach as an important value, pitching notable alumni who
have gone on to secure premier careers, or highlighting hiring rates of recent graduates could be
two ways of conveying the potential fulfillment of achievement in the minds of recruits.
Conversely, if through discussions with the recruit, the coach identifies security as an important
personal value in the mind of the recruit, they can spend more time with the athlete reviewing
scholarship packages and other grants, as well as discussing strategies to ensure minimal debt is
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incused. In either instance, by homing in on the personal value rather than simply addressing the
basic attributes at play, coaches can cultivate a more impactful relationship with the student
athletes.
By placing greater emphasis at the personal value level rather than at the attribute or
benefit level, coaches and other key recruiters, can be creative in how they position their school.
For example, if an athlete’s core personal value was belonging, based on traditional literature one
would assume that they would be more inclined to enroll at an institution that was close to home.
While this may be true, results of this study supported by others, suggest that athletes can be
pulled to other institutions if their personal value can be fulfilled through other chains (Klenosky
et al., 2001; Finley & Fountain, 2008). While the athlete may originally feel that the only way to
fulfill their sense of belonging is through attending a local school and staying close to family,
institutions creative in their approach can highlight other ways in which this can be fulfilled,
such as through the team and the relationships dynamic in place.
A key take away for coaches or recruiters should be to not simply focus on satisfying the
identified attributes of the student athletes; it is crucial to look at the bigger picture and to
analyze the “why” behind these decisions. If coaches can better identify the personal values of
recruits they may be able to find ways of fulfilling these values, that the athlete may not have
thought of. Furthermore, this also helps to ensure that student athletes’ personal values are
understood and met, allowing them to achieve their goals and satisfy the needs that drive them
making them more likely to remain at their institution and not transfer out.
Another important recommendation for industry practitioners, is to focus on maintaining
contact with student athletes, even if they initially select another school. As highlighted through
the results of this study, institutions that established and maintained a relationship with athletes
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before they selected another institution, had a significant advantage when the athlete then
decided to transfer out. While it presents a difficult challenge, as maintaining relationships with
all potential recruits is simply not possible, by taking a selective and targeted approach, recruiters
can be efficient in this process. As illustrated through the results of this study, individuals left
institutions when they felt their personal values were not being fulfilled. By identifying recruits
who are attending institutions that do not align with their personal values, coaches can narrow
down this list to the ones who are most likely to seek a transfer in the future.
Limitations
As with all research, the limitations of findings must always be acknowledged and
discussed. In the case of this study, limitations stem from three main areas: participant pool,
geographical range, and methodology. The most imposing limitations inherent to this study are
associated with the participant pool. As clearly outlined in the methodology section and
reiterated throughout, participants in this study were clearly identified as hockey players who
have transferred from the NCAA to U Sports in the past two years. Therefore, all findings
produced from this study are representative of this specific group under examination; results are
thus limited and non-generalizable. By restricting the sample to only hockey players who
previously played in the NCAA and are currently playing in U Sports, perspectives of athletes
from other sports is missing. Furthermore, within this sample specific groups were not separated
or identified. For example, male and female or Division I and Division II were not identified and
directly compared. Only one implication matrix and hierarchical value map was produced to
represent the entire sample, and therefore direct comparisons of groups and their associated
values cannot be made.
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As the purpose of this study was not to draw broad implications for all athletes, this
simply means all findings can only be applicable to the specific group examined. The same can
be said about the limitation inherent to only focusing on two collegiate sport organizations.
While the NCAA and U Sports are the most prominent colligate sport organizations in their
respective counties, various other collegiate sport bodies exist including the NAIA and CCAA.
By not exploring athletes within these organizations, results of this study cannot be generalized
or applied to all intercollegiate athletes who transfer schools, but rather is limited to only hockey
players transferring from the NCAA to U Sports. However, elements of this study are certainly
transferable to other groups or studies. The successful application of MET to this population
illustrates that it is in fact a suitable methodology to guide the examination of similar
populations.
Geography also presented another limitation to the results produced from this study. Due
to the researcher’s position at the time, travel outside of Ontario was not feasible and therefore
data collection from potential participants located out of province did not occur. This limited the
participant sample to only athletes in the OUA conference. This did not produce any unforeseen
issues, as preliminary research indicated that the majority of the athletes who transferred back to
U Sports were located in the OUA conference.
Future Research
While the findings produced from this study offer insights into the student athlete school
choice selection process, as acknowledged in the limitations, these findings are only applicable
to a specific population. This is consistent with all studies aimed at exploring the school choice
selection process of student athletes (Klenosky et al.,2001; Findley & Fountain., 2008). Moving
forward, an expanded participant pool could help to produce findings with implications more
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direct to a broader group. This could be done via multiple methods; however, the
recommendations of this researcher would be to begin with a larger and less defined population.
For example, a general group of student athletes not restricted to a specific sport. By examining a
cohort stemming from a diverse range of sports, potential patterns could emerge that highlight
the personal values of student athletes in general. Conversely, patters could emerge
demonstrating the key personal values of athletes in specific sports and how they differ from
athletes involved in others. Key points of interest could be team versus individual sports, or
revenue generating sports versus non-revenue generating sports.
Looking to expand directly on the findings produced by this study, researchers could look
to expand the current methodology to included athletes from multiple conferences of U Sports.
This would help to determine the applicability of these findings and how they relate to athletes
across Canada. In this same vein, researchers could also look to expand the study to include
athletes transferring across all colligate sport organizations and not just the NCAA and U Sports.
This would aid in determining how transferable the findings of this study are to athletes at all
institutions, while also highlighting the unique personal values of student athletes at other
schools.
Another area that could be explored is the differences/similarities between the various
groups of student athletes. For example, a comparison of the personal values expressed by male
and female athletes, or Division I and Division III athletes could produce interesting results and
provide practitioners with a more specific plan of attack when recruiting specific athletes
Further building off the findings of this study, it would be interesting to note the
difference in personal values amongst athletes prior to their initial school choice selection,
relative to their personal values during their transfer. For example, it could be interesting to see if
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athletes placed greater importance on the value of achievement when initially deciding to attend
an NCAA institution, but when transferring back to Canada valued fun and enjoyment more.
This could be done by conducting a longitudinal study in which athletes identified as planning to
attend an NCAA institution can be interviewed. Yearly follow-ups could than occur with this
group and any of the participants who have transferred to a U Sports institution could then be
interviewed again. Understanding the impact of experience on personal values of student athletes
is currently a gap in the literature. Understanding how these values change over time once
exposed to their selected institution could result in an interesting and diverse range of findings.
Potential outcomes could include an enhanced understanding of how institutional touch points
continue to influence brand associations, and if they cause them to change over time. Colligate
institutions could then utilize this information ensuring their touch points continuously satisfy the
personal values of their athletes even as they grow and evolve.
Conclusion
Post-secondary school choice selection is one of the most difficult decisions for young
adults to make, as there are a wide variety of factors that must be considered: family, friends,
academics etc. In the case of student athletes, the difficultly of this decision is compounded
further by additional factors relevant to their sport. Therefore, if institutions want to ensure the
recruitment and retention of elite players, it is crucial that post-secondary institutions not only
understand the process of decision making but also adapt their efforts to best suit it. This study
identified that brand associations impact the personal values of student athletes, ultimately
influencing their school choice selection when transferring schools. In implementing interviews
conducted utilizing the laddering technique, six attributes, ten benefits and five personal values,
all inter connected, were identified in this study. Each of these factors, highlighted at their
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respective level of abstraction provide tremendous insight into the school choice selection
process of student athletes.
As discussed in the literature review, the success of any service brand is contingent upon
its ability to convey value and trust to the ultimate consumer. As identified in this study, the key
to the development of this trust and value is through the experiences and interactions shared by
student athlete and the institution. By ensuring these interactions are positive and directed at the
personal values driving each respective student athlete, post-secondary institutions have a
significant advantage in the recruitment of these athletes.
In conclusion, this study untimely provides a starting point for research examining school
choice selection among transferring athletes. While the specific results of this study cannot be
generalized beyond the population examined, the overall findings should lead post-secondary
institutions to develop and craft better recruitment strategies, thus allowing them to maximize
their resources and enhance the potential for future success.
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Appendix A
"...a student-athlete, who transfers to a CIS member institution team from a non-Canadian postsecondary degree granting institution team (such as the NCAA and NAIA), cannot participate
for a period of one year in the sport in which such athlete participated at the previous post
secondary institution in order to be eligible for CIS participation."
(CIS eligibility package, 2013)
"A student-athlete, who transfers to a CIS member institution team from a non- Canadian postsecondary degree granting institution team (such as the NCAA or NAIA), shall be eligible to
participate immediately in CIS competition unless..."
(CIS eligibility package, 2015)
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Appendix B

Appendix C

Dear, (Athletes Name)
My name is Sean Medeiros and I am currently a graduate student at Brock University
researching intercollegiate brand in Canada. The focus of my master’s thesis is on examining the
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brand perceptions of student-athletes (specifically hockey players) currently competing in U
Sports and who have previously competed in the NCAA. Specifically, I am looking to conduct
interviews (30-45 minutes in length at a time and location of their choosing) with these players in
order to gain a better understanding of the factors they considered when deciding between
schools as they returned to U Sports (CIS).
Given your hockey career thus far, you meet all of the necessary criteria to be a potential
participant. If you would be interested in participating in this study, or would like additional
information, I would be happy to discuss details further with you. The potential impact of this
study could go a long way in improving the branding of intercollegiate sport in Canada and could
also serve to improve the brand of your own institutions program!
If (LinkedIn/Facebook) is not the best way to communicate feel free to email me at
sm11ln@brocku.ca or I can be reached at 416-930-8082.
Hope to hear from you soon.

Regards,
Sean Medeiros
Graduate Student, Brock university
(416) 930-8082
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Appendix D
Informed Consent Form
Date:
Project Title: Decisions, Decisions …Understanding the Brand Associations Attached to U
Sports Hockey: A Means-End Analysis of U Sports Hockey Players who transferred from the
NCAA
Principle Investigator: Dr. Chris Chard, Professor
Department of Sport Management
Brock University
905-688-5550 Ext.5875 Cchard@brocku.ca
Student Principle Investigator: Sean Medeiros
Department of Sport Management
Brock University
Invitation
You are invited to participate in a study concerning the decision-making process you
encountered as you transition from the NCAA to the CIS.
What is Involved
A short interview, approximately 45 minutes in length
Confidentiality
Although we cannot guarantee confidentiality due to the identifiable nature of the information to
be included in the study, steps to provide confidentiality will still be taken. Pseudonym will be
provided, and schools will not be identified.
Voluntary Participation
Participation in this study is voluntary. If you wish, you may decline to answer any questions or
participate in any component of the study. Further, you may decide to withdraw from this study
at any time and may do so without any penalty or loss of befits to which you are entitled
Publication of Results
Results will be presented as a thesis defense and may be published in an academic journal.
Contact Information and Ethics Clearance
If you have any question about this study or require further information, please contact Sean
Medeiros and Chris Chard using the information provided above. This study has been reviewed
and received ethics clearance through the Research Ethics Board at Brock University (16-024CHARD). If you have any comments or concerns about your rights as a research participant,
please contact the Research Ethics Office at (905) 688-5550 Ext.3035, reb@bocku.ca
Signature:_______________________________ Date:_________________________
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